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ABSTRACT 
Depositional Environment of Woodbine and Eaglefozd 
Sandstones at OSR-Halliday field, Leon ard 
Madison Counties, Texas. (August, 1984) 
Charles Thomas Bukowski, Jr. , B. S. , Texas A&M L'niversity 
Chairman of Advisory Committee: Dr. Robert R. Berg 
OSR-Halliday field is a stratigraphic o31 trap in Leon and Mac'ison 
counties, Texas. The composition, texture, sedimentary structures 
includ. ing trace fossils and the morphology of three cored Woodbine 
sandstones have been used to determine depositicnal environments in and 
near the field. Knowledge gained from this study will enhance future 
petroleum exploration efforts in the azea. 
The "69-3" sandstone is the cil procucing sandstone at 
OSR-Halliday field. The sandstone is dor:, inated bv ripple laminae with 
few trace fossils. The sandstoze body is elongate north-south, and is 
irregular in outline with some east-vest components. De'ta ronr 
sediments of the "Harris" delta were transported to the north by 
longshore currents, and deposited as the "69-3" offshcre bar. Offshor 
current and paleotopography also affected sandstone distribu:ion. 
The "49-3" sandstones were cores approximate'y 230 feet bel w 
"69-3" sandstones. These thin sandstone units have a ahern bas, 1 
contact, are massive at the bottom and rippled or intcrl minated with 
shales at the top. B'otuzbation is restricted to the tcp o+ these 
sandstones. Storm- deposited the "49-3" sandstones on the shelf about 
40 miles f om the shoreline. 
The third core was taken from Woodbine sandstones in Trinity 
County, Texas about 50 miles east of OSR-Halliday field. Three facies 
have been distinguished — delta front, distributary channel, and 
interdistributary bay. Coarsening upward, bioturbated delta front 
sandstones are overlain by a fossiliferous channel lag, a thick cross- 
bedded sandstone and finally a rippled unit. This fining upward 
sequence represents the distributary channel. Fossillferous shales of 
an irdistributary bay were deposited on top of these sandstones follow- 
ing abandonment of the channel. A second delta front/distributary 
channel sequence overlies the interdistributary Lay deposits. 
Upper Eagleford sandstones at OSR-Halliday field were interpreted 
to be storm generated deposits by Theiss (1983). These sandstone= have 
an elongate, irregular north-south trending morphology similar to the 
morphology of the "69-3" sandstone. Differential compaction of under- 
lying sediments controlled the distribution of the Eagleford 
sandstones. 
Three deltaic systems prograded from the east to the wes during 
the middle Woodbinean to early Eaglefordian. The "MJ1" deltaic sand- 
stones are from the second sequence, and may have been the source for 
the "49-3" storm deposits. The "69-3" offshore bar is equivalent to 
the base of the third or uppermost delta, tha "Harris" delta. Upper 
Eagleford sand. "tones were deposited during a maior transgression which 
brought deeper shelfal conditions back into Leon ano Hadison counties. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Depositional environments in the downdip part of the East Texas 
basin are poorly understood. Several studies have attempted to estab- 
lish local and regional paleoenvironments, but conflicting interpre- 
tations were made. Earl r worgers used electric logs and cuttings from 
widely spaced wells to determine regional facies, Yore recent studies 
have cence. . trated on local areas where full-diameter cores eid in the 
'nterpretation. Conflicting interpretations from these studies inc1 de 
depositional environments, stratigraphic ncmenclature, extent of 
facies, and correlation of the stratigraphic units from updip areas. A 
better understanding of the local stratigraphv ard depositional envi- 
ronments is needed to resolve conflicting interpretations. Because 
this region produces sipniticant amounts of oi] and gas, Rnowledge 
gained from thi. s study will aid in the search for new traps. 
Any subsurface studv of environment of deposition requires the use 
of full-diameter cores to determine sedimentarv structures, composition 
and texture. Analysis of these properties allows the interpreter. ion of 
the provenance, type of seoiment transport ar, d depositional environment 
of the sed'ment. Electric logs are also necessary so that t'ne morphol- 
ogy of the unit can be mopped, thus adding three-dimensional 
information. 
The citations on the following pages follow th style and foment 
of the American Associar. ion of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin. 
The purpose of this investigation is to determine the environment 
of deposition and morphology of Woodbine and Eagleford sandstones at 
OSR-Halliday field, Leon and Madison Counties, Texas. Correlation of 
these sandstones wi. th a coze in Trinity County, Texas and comparison to 
other studies allows the construction of a regional facies model. 
Regional Setting 
OSR-Hallidav field is located near the southern margin of the East 
Texas basin, a large downwarp in northeast Texas (Fig. '). The basin 
is bounded to the north by the Ouachita Mountain svstem, the ma~cr 
source of sediments in the basin. To the west the stable Central Texas 
platform borders the basin, while the Sabine uplift forms the eastern 
margin. he ancestral Gulf of Mexico lies to the south of the basin. 
During the Late Cretaceous, structural activity within the basin 
included growth faulting along the Mexia-Talco fault zone, faulting iz 
the Mt. Fnterpzise fault zone, and growth of numerous salt st uctuzes 
throughout the central basin (Barrow, 1953). 
Stratigraphy 
vhe Woodbine and Eaglefozd groups consist of sandstones azd shales 
deposited during the Late Cretaceous lower Gu'fian series. These 
groups have been divid d into different formations and members by 
previous workers, but many of. these subdivisiors are not recognized 
regionally. The stratigraphic nomenclature used in this s udy -. 's not 
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intended to resolve the previous inconsistencies. Instead, important, 
easily recognized units are used, and these units are compared with the 
nomenclature of previous studies in Table 1. 
Four formations are important in this study — the Au tin Chalk, 
Eagleford, Woodbine and Buda Limestone. Between each of these divi- 
sions, unconformities have been recognized in parts of the basin, while 
conformable boundaries may be found in other areas. The nat re of 
these contacts will be discussed later. 
The Austin Chalk, which is composed of chalks, marie and shaies, 
lies at the top of the section. It is underlain by the Eagle ord 
Group, which is divided into two formations — the Upoer and Lower 
Eagleford. The Upper Eagleford is composed primarily cf sandstones, 
while marine shales dominate the Lower Eagleford. T'oe total section is 
over 1100 feet thick (335 m) in the center of the basin (Eaton, 1956). 
In GSR-Hallidav field, the Upper Eagleford sandstones were designated 
the «A" through "C" units by Theiss (1983, . A fourth sandstone unit is 
recognized in southern part of the area, and will be called the "D" 
sand. The Sub-Clarksville, a sandstone member just below the Austin 
Chalk, is recognized in the area, but not cored. Therefore, discussion 
of Upper Eagleford sandstones are restricted to the "A" through "D" 
sands. In tl. e Lower Eagleford Format. i. on the Nadisonville Tongue is 
found at the base of the unit. In the studj area, this member changes 
+rom a shale unit at DSR-Ealliday yield, to a thick sandstone Nody to 
the south and east. 
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The Woodbine Group lies below the Eagleford Group. A single 
formation is recognized, the Woodbine, because its litholog)c units are 
so variable or local in geographic distribution (Ba'lev et al. , 1945; 
Eaton, 1956). In the study area the Woodbine Formation is comprised of 
thick shales, with only thin, local sandstones. Farther to the north 
however, sandstones dominate the section. n this studv local sand- 
stones in the Woodbine have been named after the well in which the sand 
was cored. ('. e. the "69-3" sandstone was cored in the Hosbacher 
OSR-Halliday Unit 69-3 well). Below the Woodbine Group, lies the 
carbonates of the Buda Limestone, the uopermost formation of the Lower 
Cretaceous &Jashita Group. 
Depositional History 
Hear the end of Washitan time, a period of major uplift occurred 
in northeast ezas. The Sabine Uplift reversed its structural activi. ty 
from an area of subsidence to one of active uplift (Barrow, 1953). 
This epeirogenic event marked the close of carbonate dominance in the 
basin, with the Buda Limestone being the uppermost deposit. A regional 
unconformity resu)ted from this uplift, w'th as much as 3000 feet of 
Lower Cretaceous strata eroded from the upper reaches of the Sabine 
Uplift, including the entire Washita Group (Eator. , 1956). Farther to 
t'ne west, in Madison County, this unconformity may be due to ron- 
depo ition rather than truncat'on (Bornhauser, 966). By the be inning 
o Woodbine deposition, the unconformable surface was peneplaired 
(Halbouty and Halbouty, 1982). 
Woodbine sediments were deposited during a major marine regres- 
sion. Following a rapid transgression at the base of section, fluvial 
sediments prograded into the basin from the north and northeast. The 
sedimentary and weakly metamorphosed rocks of the Ouachita Mountains 
were the major source of these early Woodbine sediments. However, the 
Sabine uplift may have also supplied some sediment (Barrow, 1953; 
Nichols, 1964). Downdip the nonmarine clastics of the fluvial system 
are replaced by deltaic and nearshore deposits, with deposition of 
marine shales even farther south. As the shoreline prograded farther 
south, marine shales gave way to nearshore and nonmarine facies. The 
regional facies distribution was outlined by Oliver (1971). Four 
depositional systems were identified: the Dexter fluvial system; the 
Freestone high-destructive delta system; the Lewisville shelf- 
strandplain svstem; and the "Barris" delta system. 
The Dexter fluvial system drained the highlands of the Ouachita 
Mountains ir. Oklahoma and Arkansas during the early Woodbinian {Fig. 
2a, b). An updip tributar r facies is composed of subparallel to 
dentritic, elongate, fining upward sandstones bodies separated by 
fine-grair. ed interchannel areas. Downdip, tributaries converge into 
meandering streams, which laid down blanket sandstones that commonly 
coarsen upward. 
Downslope, the high-destructive, strike trending sandstone bodies 
of the Freestone delta were depos'ted (Fig. 2a, b). Three f cies have 
been distinguished: progradationa) channel-mouth bar sands; coastal 
barrier sands; and a prodelta-shelf facies. Progradir g chanr. el-mouth 
bars were deposited at the mouth of the meandering chanr els. Thes. 
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sandstones coarsen upward, are well sorted, and may contain fossils and 
glauconi. te. Adjacent to the channel-mouth bars, coastal barri r sands 
were built up by longshore transport. These strike trending sandstones 
are highly quartzose, fine-grained, well-sorted, foes'liferous and 
glauconitic. Downslope, these deposits prograde over the dark, noncal- 
careous shales of the prodelta-shelf facies. 
Streams feeding the Freestone delta migrated eastward, so that 
during the late Voodbinian an embayment replaced the land areas in the 
northwestern part of the basin. This shift 'n the fluvial system was 
probably the result of renewed uplift in southern Arkansas. Shales s . c 
isolated, narrow, parallel sand bodies of the Lewisville shelf- 
strandplain facies were deposited in this region (Fig. 2b). Shelf anc 
prodelta muds of the Pepper Shale were deposited downdip from the 
Dexter, Freestone and Lewisville systems throughout the Moodbinian 
(Fig. 2a. b). 
Near the end of Voodbinian time, a major period of upli t cccurred 
to the east of the basin as the Sabine uplift began a new period of 
structural activity. This uplift, which continued into the 
Eaglefordian, caused erosion of the enti e woodbine seouence on top cf 
the Sabine and resulted in the truncation of Woodbine sediments in the 
eastern part of the basin, Thc resultir g unconfcrmity continues into 
the v1adison-Leon County area, but is probably due to erosior. as the 
Eagleford sediments expanded at the expense of Woodbine strata 
(Bornhauser, 1966). During this second period o movement, the Sabine 
uplift became emer ent and supplied much of the late Noodbine-Eaglefcrd 
10 
sediments to the basin (Bell, 1980). As a result of this uplift the 
major axis of deposition shifted even farther to the east and a new 
deltaic system became active. 
This system, the "Harris" delta, redeposited lower Woodbine sedi- 
ments along the eastern part of the basin as it prograded to the west 
over shelfal Eagleford Shale (Fig. 2c). Maximum thickness of these 
sardstones occurs in Madison, Houston and Walker Counties where over 
400 feet of Upper Woodbine-Lower Eagleford sandstones are now found 
(Nichols, 1964; Turner and Conger, 1981). 
The Sab'ne uplift continued to rise throughout the Faglefozdian. 
The transgressive shales and sandstones of the Upper Eagleford Forma- 
tion were deposited during this time. A major resurgence of the Sabine 
at the end of the Eaglefordian brought this period of clastic deposi- 
tion to an end in the basin. Much of the basin became emergent during 
t'nis period, and an inportant regional unconformity resulted. Later. , 
regional subsidence brought marine conditions back into the ma'or pazt 
of the basin, and the Austin Chalk was deposited. 
Oliver's (1971) depositional systems give a regional framework for 
the depositional history of the East Texas Basin. More recent stud-'es 
have described local areas in the outhern part of the basin. While 
Oliver (1971) used only outcrops. electric logs, and well cuttings, the 
recent studies were aided by full-diameter cores. Interpretation of 
t'hese local depositional environments have better defined the bound- 
aries of Oliver's (1971) svstems, especially the "Hazz's" delta. 
Woodbine sandstones in Leon, Madison and Houston Counties were 
interpreted to be prograding offshore bars deposited in relatively deep 
water on a marine shelf (Theiss, 1983). 1'he Harris delta has been 
described in this same area (Oliver, 1971). Delta front sands were 
interpreted to the south of this area in Grimes County (Barton, 1982). 
In grazes County, just to tbe west, offshore bars were formed by a 
combination of river mouth by-passing, storm-surge turhicitv flows, and 
longshore currents (Turner and Conger, 1981). To the southeast, 
submarine fans and isolated turbidite channels were described (Foes, 
1978). These deeper-water sediments were deposited on the progradi. , g 
Woodbine Shelf edge. 
Eagleford sandstones along the southern margin o) the basin have 
generally been interpreted to be storm-generated bar sands (Theiss, 
1983; Barton, 1982). Topographic highs may have controlled the distri- 
bution of these deposits. 
These recent studies focused on oil and gas fields. Because this 
area is economically important, many wells have been drilled in the 
area. The information obtained from these wel"s has greatlv aided 'n 
the interpretation of Woodbine and Fagleford! paleoenvironments. 
however, because previous studies of this area have conflicting inter- 
pretations, a better understanding of the area is necessary. The study 
of sandstones at OSR-Hallidav ield will enhance the present knowledge 
of the area, and the interpretation of cepositional ervironments w'll 
aid in the exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbon traps in the 
studv area. 
12 
Production History 
OSR-Halliday field is located in the East Texas basin, one of the 
most prolific hydrocarbon producing areas in the United States. The 
Woodbine Formation is the most productive zone within the basin, 
accounting for approximately 87/ of all oil produced in the basin 
(Eaton, 1956). 
The Woodbine first proved productive in 1920 at Mexia, Texas. 
Earlv exploration in the basin focused on structural traps associated 
with faults and salt structures. However, it was not until the dis- 
covery of the giant Fast Texas field in 1930 that the Woodbine became a 
major target of exploration (Alexander, 1951). 
Recent exploration in the area has centered on stratigraohic traps 
in the downdip parts of the basin. Leona and OSR fields were early 
discoveries in the search for these traps. Kurten field, discovered in 
1976, is the largest field in the area. Production may exceed 100 
million barrels of crude oil and 100 billion cubic feet of natural gas 
(Bell, 1980). 
Although not as successful as Kurten, OSR-Halliday field has 
proven to be an economic oil producer. The discovery well for OSR 
field, the W, R. Hughey A. P. Ardrews 1, was completed in Woodbine 
sandstones at a depth of 7870 feet in November, 1961 (Foudrait, 1978). 
Leans field, just to the west, was also discovered in 196 1, with 
production from Upper Eagleford sandstones. In March, 1964, Hall'day 
field was discovered in Woodbine sandstones at a depth of 8496 feet. 
OSR and Hallidav fields were combined in 1972 as field wells proved the 
presence of a cur tinuous reservoir. This reservoir sands one is also 
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productive at pleasant Ridge field (Theiss, 1983) just north of OSR- 
Halliday. Woodbine sandstones at OSR-Halliday field had produced 
6, 269, 000 barrels of oil through I976 (Foudrait, 197g). The field is 
currently undergoing carbon dioxide injection to enhance oil recovery. 
Methods 
Conventional, full-diameter cores and electric logs were used t. o 
determine the primary properties of Woodbine sandstones. The core. . 
were slabbed, photographed, and the vertical sequence cf composition, 
texture and sedimentary structures described. The composition and 
texture of representative samples was determined by petrographic 
analysis using standard techniques. A point count of 100 grains was 
used to determine composition. Traverses across thin sections were 
made perpendicular to bedding in order to control any influences of 
bedding on composition. Quartz, feldspar, rock fragments, mat ix 
(detrital and diagenetic), other detrital grains, and carbonate and 
silica cements were the categories used to classify composition. The 
percent of each detrital species was expre sed as a fraction of the 
total detrital components, while cements were expre sed as a percentage 
of total composition. The textural components of grain size and 
sorting were determined by mea uring the long axis of 76 quarrz grains 
in each thin section. The mean grain size of each s, mple was then 
calculated using standard statistical procedures. The s'ngle mineral 
ouartz was measured o that the effects or composition on grain size 
could be minimized. 
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Morphology of the cored sandstones was determined where sufficient 
well control existed. The productive sandstone at OSR-Halliday field 
("69-3" sandstone1 was the only cored interval in which the morphology 
could be mapped. Sandstones within the Yosbacher GSR-Hallidav 69-3 
core were correlated to its well log and then correlated to logs in and 
adjacent to the field. A type log of the field area shows the charac- 
teristic electric log responses of the various units used in this study 
(Fig. 3). Cross sections, structure maps, net and gross sandstone 
maps, and interval isopachs were made in order to determine sandstone 
morphology, type of petroleum trap, and depositional topography. A 
cross section from OSR-Halliday field to the Yosbacher Joyce Fourdation 
1 cored well in Trinitv County was made so that the regional facie" 
distribution could be better understood. Interpretation of depo ition- 
al environments was made from data obtained from 3 cores described in 
this study as well as several cores described by Thaiss (19831. The 
location of these wells is shown in Figure 4. The names end cored 
formations are shown in Table 2. 
Figure 3. Type log of OSR-Halliday field showing characteristic 
electric log response of the major stratigraphic subdivi- 
sions. Log is from the Mosbacher OSR-Halliday Snit 69-3 
well. Location of well is shown in Figure 4. 
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Table 2. List of cored wells referred to in this study. 1. ocation of wells shown on Figure 3. 
Abbreviation Operator Well Name Cored 1'ormation 
1"H. IU 6 9- 3 
NHU 49-3 
M, 11 
Nosbacher 
Mosbacher 
Nosbacher 
OSR-Halliday Unit 69-3 
OSR-Halliday Unit 49-3 
Joyce Foundation Unit 1 
Woodbine (69-3 sandstone) 
Woodbine (49-3 sandstone) 
Woodbine 
TR1 
SC1 
Tenneco 
Streif & Voight 
Clyde Robesnn 1 
Craig 1' 
Upper Eagleford and 
Woodbine (69-3 sandstone) 
Upper Fagleford and 
Woodbine (69-3 sandstone) 
HN1 
HNB1 
HW1 
houston Oil & Minerals 
Houston Oil & Minerals 
Houston Oil & Minerals 
McFarland 2 
First National Bank 1 
Lena Walker 2 
Woodbine (69-3 sandstone) 
Woodbine (69-3 sandstone) 
Woodbine (69-3 sandstone) 
RHP1 
TJH1 
SWH1 
TMT 1 
NBS1 
Rotary and Hall 
Tenneco 
R. N. Sims 
Tenneco 
Magnolia 
Parker. 1 
J. W. Henrv 1 
Walker and Harris 1 
T. N. Tonier 1 
A. B. Spence 
Upper Faglcford 
I, ower Eag)eford 
(Nadisonville Tongue) 
Lower Eagleford 
(Nadisonville Tongue) 
Lower Fag(eford 
(Madisonville Tongue) 
Woodbine 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF WOODBINE SANDSTONES 
The primary properties of a sandstone can be used to interpret its 
depositional environment. These properties, sedimentary structures, 
composition, texture and morphology, reflect the physical processes 
that deposited the sandstones (Berg, 1970). These properties, along 
with reservoir properties and diagenesis, are discussed on the follow- 
ing pages 
Each of the three Woodbine sandstones have a different suite of 
sedimentary structures. The "69-3" sandstone is dominated by ripples. 
The n49-3" sandstones are massive at the base with ripples or horizon- 
tal laminations at the top. The "MJ1" sardstones has three facies: 
interlaminated, bioturbated sandstones and shales witl. some massive 
beds; a crossbedded sandstone; and a shale facies. 
Sedimentary Structures 
The "69-3" sandstone is dominated by wavy, nonparallel, continuous 
laminae (Fig. 5A, B, C). This type of sedimentary structure is charac- 
teristic of a ripple bed form. The ripple laminations are disrupted by 
rare trace fossils, are mostly horizontal, and many are crenulate (Fig. 
58, C, D). Spacing of the laminae is from less than 1 rmc to 3 cm. 
This ripple dominated unit was deposited by low flow-regime currents 
(Simons et al. , 1970). 
The lower 7 feet (2. 1 m) of the "69-3" consists of interlamir. ated 
sandstone and shale (Fig. 5E). Even, subparallel, ccntinuovs lan nae 
within this unit are characteristic of lower flow regime p~ anat beds. 
Figure 5. Sequence of sedimentary structures and trace fossils in the 
Mosbacher OSR-Halliday Unit 69-3 (MHU 69-3), and the 
Mosbacher OSR-Halliday Unit 49-3 (MHU 49-3). Boldface 
letters refer to photographs. 
Wavy, nonparallel, continuos and discontinuous laminae 
typical of the entire MHU 69-3 sandstone. Rare biotur- 
bation interrupts laminae. 8307 ft. 
Wavy bedding with shell fragments (arrow). MHU 69-3, 
8313 ft. 
Wavy bedded sandstone with escape burrow (arrow). MHU 
69-3, 8322 ft. 
Horizontal burrow (Thalassinoides?) indicated by "t". 
MHU 69-3, 8324 ft. 
Interlaminated sandstones and shales at base of "69-3" 
sandstone. Chondrites indicated by "C". MHU 69-3, 8342 ft. 
Massive and contorted bed with large, rounded chert 
pebbles. Interlaminated sandstones and shales above 
contain Chondrites (C). Sharp basal contact. MHU 49-3, 
8151 
Interlaminated sandstones and shales with loading 
structures and Chondrites (C). MHU 49-3, 8161 ft. 
Black shales with thin sandstone stringers. MHU 49-3, 
8163. 5 
Thin massive sandstones with shale laminae at top. Note 
sharp basal contact (arrow). MHU 49-3, 8165. 8 ft. 
Large scale ripples that commonly occur above the 
massive sandstones in the thin beds. MHU 49-3, 81 2 ft. 
Massive sandstone found at base of thin sandstone beds. 
MHU 49-3, 8172. 2 ft. 
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Rare starved ripples were introduced by intermittent pulses of sand 
during shale deposition. This unit is gradational from the quiet water 
shales below to the ripple dominated sandstones above. 
The "49-3" sandstone is dominated by shales, with sandstone beds 
in units less than 2 feet (6) cm) thick. The thickness of shale units 
averages about 4 1'eet (122 cm). The sandstones are generally massive 
or contorted at the base, and grade upward into ripples or interlami- 
nated sandstones and shales at the top (Fig. 5I, J). The ripples are 
generally of large scale, with foresets often preserved. The lower 
contact of these thin sandstone beds is sharp, with sole markings and 
flame structures commonly present. Large, rcunded chert pebbles (up to 
15 mm in length) are abundant in a 0. 7 foot (21 cm) sandstone bed (Fig. 
5E). Small horizontal burrows are usually found , . t the top of the 
sandstone units (Fig. 5F). 
The thick shales which separate the thinner sandstones are usually 
massive and fissile. Where laminae are present they are even, paral- 
lel, contir uous and subhorizontal (Fig. 5H). Small, horizontal burrows 
are rare, whereas contortions and loading features ar common. Thin 
(less than 2 cm), isolated sandstone lenses are found throughout the 
shales. The shale units also contain whole and fragmented shells. 
The sandstones and shales cored in the rdJ1 have been divided into 
three facies. Facies 1, which is a total of 9. 3 feet (2. 8 m) thick, 
consists of interlaminated sandstones and shales at the base (Fig. 6R). 
Wavy, nonparallel, continuous and discontinuous laminae dominat this 
unit. Small hori. nntal burrows are found in the thin shales. Above 
the interlaminated beds, is a mottled unit with abundant, large 
Figure 6. Sequence of sedimentary structures and trace fossils in the 
Mosbacher Joyce Foundation 1 (MJ1). Boldface letters in 
lower left refer to photographs. 
Even continuous laminae in upper sandstone. Facies 2, 
8049 ft. 
B. Arenicolites (arrow) at top of facies 1. 8050 ft. 
Fossiliferous sandstone containing shell fragments. 
Facies 2, 8052 ft. 
Black shales with abundant whole and fragmented shells. 
Facies 3, 8055 ft. 
Wavy, nonparallel, continuous and discontinuous laminae 
at top of facies 2. 8063. 8 ft. 
Contortions present near top of facies 2. 8063. 5 ft. 
High angle, even, parallel, continuous laminae. Facies 
2, 8072 ft. 
Coal lenses and shale cleats (arrow) at the base of 
facies 2. 8082 ft. 
Fossiliferous sandstone at base of facies 2. 8079 ft. 
Mottled sandstone with abundant Thalassinoides. Facies 
1, 8090 ft. 
Interbedded sandstones and shales at base of facies 1. 
Ripples are seen in the sandstones. Chondrites (arrow) 
are found in the shales, 8091. 5 ft. 
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horizontal burrows (Fig. 6J). The intense bioturbation has erased any 
primary sedimentary structures. A massive unit overlies the mottled 
bed. One large horizontal burrow and few indistinct even, parallel, 
continuous laminae are the only sedimentary structures present. The 
lack of clay and silt-sized material in chis unit may be responsible 
for the homogeneity of this sandstone bed. Tt. us, facies 1 exhibits 
increasing flow regimes upward as ripples are replaced by indistinct 
dunes higher in the section. Shale content decreases upward, which may 
also indicate an increasing flow regime upward, since the fines would 
be winnowed away by stronger currents. 
Even to curved, parallel, continuous laminae dominate facies 2 
(Fig. 6G). Laminae are inclined from 0' to 20', and are characteristic 
of subaqueous, dune bed forms. At the top of the unit contorted 
laminations are overlain by wavy, nonparallel, mostly discontinuous 
laminae (Fig. 6E, F). This 3 foot (91 cm) thick bed of low flow-regime 
sedimentary structures was deposited during waning currents. The dune 
unit below, which is 17 feet (5. 2 m) thick, contains cross-bedded sets 
generally less than 1 foot (30 cm) thick. At the base of the unit is a 
fossiliferous sandstone containing abundant whole and fragmented shells 
up ro 60 mm in length (Fig. 6 ). Shale clasts and coal lenses in thin 
nonfossiliferous sandstones are interbedded with these fossiliferous 
sandstones. Indisti. nct even, parallel, continuous laminae ar also 
present in this unit. The abundance of large snell fragm nts indi. . ates 
that this basal unit was deposited by the highest current velocit'es. 
Thus, a general decrease in flow regimes upward is found in facies 2. 
The overlying facies 3 is separated from facies 2 by a sharp lower 
contact. Fossiliferous black shales are the dominant lithology of this 
facies (Fig. 6D). The sha)es may be massive, bioturbated, contorted, 
rippled or horizontally bedded. Thin sandstones and siltstones are 
interbedded with the shales. Wavy, nonparallel, continuous laminae and 
some massive beds with sharp contacts characterize tl. e coarser-grained 
beds. 
Another sandstone unit overlies facies 3 and shows a repetition of 
facies 1 and 2, This sandstone unit is only 13 feet (4 m) thick as 
compared to the lower sandstone unit, which is 32 feet (9. 8 m) thick. 
The base of this sandstone is massive with some bioturbation, sim'laz 
to the massive beds of facies 1. A fossiliferous sandstone lies above 
this bed. and is similar to the base of facies 2 (Fig. 6C). Fven to 
curved, continuous cross laminae inclined up to 20' are found above the 
bioturbated, massive sandstones (Fig. 6A). Cross laminae are i. ter- 
zupted in places by wavy, nonparallel, continuous laminae. These 
sedimentary structures are simil z to facies 2. 
Trace Fossils 
Trace fossils are found in each of the three core. , examined. 
Nutrient supply, substzate instability, dissolved oxygen, salin'tv, 
temperature, depth, sedimentation rates and curre, . ts are the variable 
that controlled the assemblage of organisms and, therefore, the types 
oi trace fossils that are present in any strata (Rhoads, 1975). 
identification of these trace fossils in rocks can aid in the recon— 
struction of paleoenvizonments. Depth, sedimentation rates ond current 
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velocities are the most important information obtained from trace 
fossils. On a shallow shelf, the lower the energy conditions, the 
gr ater the availability of food, and the greater the biogenic activity 
(Howard, 1975). These factors aid in the reconstruction o. deposi- 
tional environments. 
The "69-3" sandstone contains very few trace fossils. Small 
horizontal burrows of Chondrites are rare in the interlaminated shales 
and sandstones (Fig. 5E). The rippled sandstone unit above contains a 
few horizontal and vertical burrows. A large escape burrow, indicative 
of very rapid sedimentation, and a horizontal trace of Thalassinoides 
are the only traces that can 'be identified in this thick sandstone 
(Fig. 5C and D). Higher in the section, a 2-foot (61 cm) section has 
indistinct vertical and horizontal burrows interrupting many ripple 
laminae (Fig. 5B). Rare bioturbation is also found in the uppermost 
unit, which contains more abundant shale laminae outlining ripples 
(Fig. 5A). Tn general, this mostly trace-free sandstone was deposited 
by rapid, continuous sedimentation. The presence of an escape burr. w 
supports this conclusion. Variations in current velocities, snd thus 
sedimentation rates, are reflected in he presence of some zones where 
traces are found. Slower currents, accompanied by slower deposition, 
allow more time for biogenic reworking o the sediment, whereas rapid 
sedimentation and currents reduces biogenic activity. lherefore, an 
increase in traces at the top and base of the sandstone ind'cate a 
decrease in sedimentation rates. The presence of the larg r trace 
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fossils in the sandstone indicates shallow water deposition. The 
Chondrites — Thalassinoides trace fossil assemblage is indicative of 
nearshore and shelf environments (Chamberlain, 1978) 
Rare trace fossils are found in the u49-3" sandstones. The small, 
horizonta' burrows of Chondrites are the only distinguishable traces 
(Fig. 5F and G). These burrows are present in rhe interlaminated sand- 
ston. es and shales above the thin massive sand tone beds. Rapidly 
deposited beds are commonly bioturbated at the top of bedsets 
(Chamberlain, 1978). Chondrites is found in marine environments from 
nearshore to basinal (Chamberlain, 1978). Horizontal burrows, such as 
Chondrites, are typical of deep, qu'et environments. The fine-seal of 
the traces also imply deeper, restricted environments. These sand- 
stones were probably deposited in a middle to outer neritic environment 
by rapid, discontinuous currents. 
Woodbine sandstones examined in the MJ1 core also contain rela— 
tivelv few traces. Chondrites is found at the base of Feei s 1 (Fig. 
6K). These burrows are restricted to the shales which are irterbedded 
with the sandstones. This lithologic dependency is due to the slower 
depos'tion of the sha1es and the relativelv rapid deposition of the 
sandstones. The mott] ed unit above the interlaminated sequence con- 
tains the large horizontal burrows of Thalassinoides (1'ig. 6J). Tidal. 
channels, shoreface, nearshore, and inner to middle shelf are he 
environments where Thalassincides occur (Chamberla'n, 1978). A tew 
horizontal traces are present above this mottled bed, bur bioturbation 
is absent i. . the cross-bedded sandstones of facies 2. This lacg of 
bioturbation indicates either a change to . . on-ma ine conditions, o" 
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rapid, continuous sedimentation. The shales of facies 3 contain 
non-bioturbated to mottled beds. Large horizontal and vertical burrows 
are indistinct but are common where rippled and planar beds have been 
interrupted. The upper sandstone unit is non-bioturbated at the top 
where crossbedding is found, again placing this sandstone in facies 2. 
Below facies 2 in this sandstone are a few large horizontal and verti- 
cal burrows. Arenicolites, which occurs in a rar. ge of marine environ- 
ments, is found near the base of the sandstone (Fig. 68). The trace 
fossil assemblage of Chondrites — Arenicolites — Thalassinoides present 
in "YJl" sandstones is common only in r. earshore to middle helf envi- 
ronments !Chamberlain, 1978). The lack of traces in much of the 
section may be indicative of a non-marine, or nea shore high energy 
environment. 
Composition 
The composition of a sandstone is a function of source, amount of 
weathering, transport 'history, grain size, diagenesis, and the amount 
of recycling. However, the m'neralogy of a sandstone is also affe ted 
bv its depositional environmenc !Oavies and Ethridge, 1975). Woodbine 
sandstones examined in this study are highly quartzose, with rock 
frag. ents and matrix the only other s:ignificant de rital minerals. 
Physical processes were the main control on composition in these 
sandstones, but source, recycling of sandstones and diagene is «ave 
also played inportant roles. The source of sediments remaineo re'a- 
tively constant during Woodbine deposition. Tl. e recycl ng oi P")eozoic 
and lower Woodbine sedimentary rocks may have caused the more resistant 
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quartz grains to become abundant. These sandstones have undergone 
considerable replacement and alteration bv calcite. Again, quartz, 
because of its resistive nature, is more abundant than the easi'y 
weathered rock fragments and altered feldspars. The average composi- 
tion of sandstones discussed in this study are shown in Table 3. 
The rippled sandstones cored in the Mosbacher OSR-Halliday Unit 
69-3 well are quartz-wackes (Dott, 1964&, Quartz content averages 73/ 
in these sandstones (Table 3). Rock fragments, which make up 3, ! of the 
total detrital composition, include polycrystalline quartz, chert, and 
sedimentary rock cleats (mostly shell fragments). On'y a trace of 
feldspar and other minerals was found. Other minerals include musco- 
vite, hematite, pyrite, organic matter, limonite, tourmaline and 
zircon. Matrix constitutes 22/ of the total composition, but all 
clays, both detrital and authigenic, were grouped as matrix in this 
sandstone as well as the other two cored sandstones. Thi group-'ng of 
clays was necessary because of the difficulty in distir. guishing between 
the detrital and diagenetic fractions. Kaolinite along with some 
chlorite, smectites, and iron-rich clays were found in the "69-3" 
sandstone. 
The cementing minerals in the sandstone were quartz overgrowths, 
poikilotopic and sparry calcite, and siderite. The amount o quart 
overgrowths is variable and had no relationship to the amou. . t of 
detrital quartz. A sample w'th over 502 calcite cement was taken in 
the fossiliferous zone in the core. 'I'herefore, the calci e cement 
have been derived from the dissolution of carbonate skele al fragments. 
Table 3. Average composition and texture for Woodbine sandstones in this study. 
Well Depth 
Core 
Interval Quartz Size 
Nean Nax o oz 8 Rx or] Nx 
D 1 1~&1„i Cement 
Sil Cal 
% of total 
NHU 69-3 8307-43 rippled 0. 15 0. 25 0. 05 73 &1 3 &1 22 7 12 
NHU 49-3 8147-74 massive 0. ]1 0. 2? 0. 04 70 0 8 6 16 6 34 
NJ] 8046-91. 8 crossbedded 0. 21 0. 43 0. 06 85 &1 7 I 7 / 11 
From The]as (1983) 
Tp, l bioturbated 0. 10 0. 20 0. 03 69 0 2 3 26 1 14 
4 rippled 
HN] 1 ioturhated 0. ]3 0. 25 0. 04 71 &] 7 4 17 6 4 
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No significant vertical variations of composition are present in this 
sanostone (Fig. 7). Within individual samples, however, quartz content 
decreases as matrix increases. 
The thin, massive and rippled sandstones of the "49-3" sandstone 
are very similar in composition to the "69-3" sandstones, averaging 70/ 
quartz and 16/ matrix (Table 3). Percentages of rock fragments and 
othe" minerals are consi. derably higher. Polycrystalline quartz, chert, 
shell fragments and other sedimentary rock clasts make up the rock 
fragment fraction. Other detrital minerals identified in thin section 
were hematite, muscovite, pyrite, tourmaline, organic matter, limor. ite 
and zircon. Quartz overgrowths, and both poikilotopic and sparry 
calcite cements are present, with calcite cement averaging 34;! of the 
total composition. Only a trace of authizenic clays (kaolinite) was 
recognized, but differentiating between authigenic and detrital clays 
was again difficult. Ro vertical variations in composition are present 
in the "49-3" sandstones because the individual sandstone beds are vers 
thin (Fig. 6). As quartz content decreases, matrix increases, the same 
trend inherent in the "69-3" sandstone. 
The Woodbine sandstones in the Mosbacher . 1oyce Foundation ' core 
are quartz arenites (Dott, 1964). Yatrix averages only 7/ of the tots] 
detrital composition, while the mean quartz content is 83il (Table 3}. 
Rock fragments, which make up 7/ of tl. e compositicn, include po]ycrys- 
talline ouartz, chert, volcanic rock fragments, anc sedimentary rock 
cleats. Carbonate shell fragments dominate the rock fragment fraction, 
comprising 40/ of the total detrital composition in one sample. Brown 
shale cia. ts were abundant at the top of facie; 2. Other detrital 
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minerals include muscovite, tourmaline, organic matter, zircon, 
hematite, pyrite, spinel and augite. Glauconite was found only in 
facies 1. Authigenic clays, wh'ch account for approximately half of 
the total matrix, include kaolinite, chlorite, smectites and iron-rich 
clays. Cements make up 18/ of the total composition, and consist of 
quartz overgrowths, siderite, and both sparry and poikilotopic calcite. 
The percentage of calcite cement greatly increases in samples with a 
high percentage of shell fragments. Quartz content is not reflected in 
the amount of silica cement. Samples with a high percentage of calcite 
cement have the lowest percentages of silica cement (I'ig. 9). 
In addition to the mineral content of a sandstone, wh'ich indicates 
source as well as the environment of deposition, vertical compositional 
trends are also important. These trends reflect changes in current 
velocity. In the "69-3" and "49-3" sandstones, no vertical variations 
in composition were present (Fig. 7 and 8). Because the "69-3" sand- 
stone is a thic. k, uninterrupted unit, current velocities must have been 
relatively constant. In contrast, no vertical trends are seen in the 
"49-3" sandstones because the individual sandstone beds are very thin, 
and only one or two samples per individual sandstone could be taken. 
Verticai compositional trends do exist in the "NJl" sancstones 
(Fig. 9). The three facies which were distinguished by their lithology 
and sedimentarv structures, show different trends. Facies ' fncreases 
in quartz content upwards, r fleeting higher energy conditions as 
deposition continued. A small decrease in auartz and an increase in 
matrix is found in facies 2. Decrease in flow velocities upward may 
account for this trend. At the base of facies 2, an az o, alously low 
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quartz percentage of 56X is found. Shell fragments make up 4C/ of this 
sample, which was taken from the fossiliferous sandstone. Very high 
energy conditions may have caused much of the sands to be transported 
away, leaving the larger shell fragments. Facies 3, because it is a 
shale, was deposited under very low energv conditions. Energy levels 
can be interpreted from the compositional trends because quartz is very 
resistant compared to the other minerals, especially feldspars and rock 
fragments. 
Woodbine sandstones in this study are quartz arenites and quartz 
wackes. They are composed primarily ot quartz and matrix, with carbon- 
ate shell fragments important in some samples. The lack of feld, par, 
and t'ne low percentages of other detrital grains, indicate a highly 
ouartzose source or a great deal of reworking of the sediment before 
deposition. Diagenesis altered the less resistant grains, witl' calcite 
commonly replacing them. 
Texture 
The textural components of grain size and sort. 'ng were determined 
for Woodbine sandstones in this studv. Current velocities necessary to 
erode, transport and deposit sediments can be determined from grain 
size measurement (Hjulstrbm, 1935). The sorting of grains in e. sand- 
stone can be used to compare individual beds. A comparison or the 
textures in Woodbine sandstones important in t'nis study is shown in 
Table 3. 
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The u69-3u sandstone is fine-grained and well sorted, with a mean 
grain size of 0. 15 mm and a standard deviation of 0. 05 mm (Table 3). 
The maximum grain size observed in thin section was 0. 47 mm. Currents 
with mean velocites greater than 15 cm/sec were necessary to erode he 
maximum grain size, while deposition occurred where current velocities 
slowed to at least 4 cm/sec (Hjulstrom, 1935). The sandstone coarsens 
upward from 0. 11 mm at the base to an average of 0. 15 mm throughout the 
middle and top of the section (Fig. 7). A coarsening upward sequence 
is typical of prograding environments where energy levels gradually 
increase, However, because most of the unit shows no significant 
change in grain size, current velocities must have also been relatively 
constant during most of sandstone deposition. 
Very fine-grained, well-sorted sandstones were observed in the 
thin, massive "49-3" sandstones. The mean grain size is 0. 11 mm with a 
standard deviation of 0. 04 mm (Table 3). A coarser unit with fine- 
grained sandstones and maximum quartz grains 0. 33 mm in size was 
observed at 8151 ft. Large clasts, up to 20 mm were described in this 
sandstone. Current velocities of over 150 cm/sec were neces ary to 
erode these sediments, which would have been deposited as current 
veloc'ties slowed to about 120 cm/sec (Hjulstrgm, 1935). No gross 
change in texture is evident from the petrographic analysis (Fig. 8). 
However, a microscopic decrease in grain size upward in the thin 
sandstones was observed, indicating deposition by decreasing current 
velocities. 
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The "MJ1" sandstones are fine-grained (. 20 mm) and well sorted 
(. 07 mm) (Table 3). Vertical variations in grain size are observed in 
each of the facies. Facies 1 generally coarsens upward from 0. 15 mm at 
the base to 0. 24 mm at the top (Fig. 9). Increasing current veloci- 
ties, typical of prograding environments, commonly coarsen upward. 
Facies 2 shows an overall decrease in gra-'n size from 0. 27 mm near the 
base to 0. 19 mm at the top of the unit. Decreasing energy conditions 
upward are implied for this facies. The uppermost sardstone in the 
core, which may be a repetition of facies 1 and 2, also fines upward. 
Woodbine sandstones are generally fine- to very fine-grained and 
are well to very well sorted, Macroscopically no textural variations 
are observed in the "69-3" or "49-3" sandstones. "MJI" sandstones show 
both increasing and decreasing grain sizes in vertical section. These 
trends are similar to those found in the composition of the sandstones. 
Because onlv quartz grains were measured, the size of the quartz grains 
is related to the relative abundance of quartz. As quartz content 
increases, the size of quartz grains also increases. Matrix content 
increases as grain size decreases. Thus, texture and composition are 
related in these sandstones. 
Morphology 
The vertical sequence of composition, textur and sedimentary 
structures can be used to determine depositional environments, but a 
knowledge of sand body morphology is also essential (Berg, 1970). Thc 
morphology of the "49-3" and the "MJI" sandstones could not be mapped 
because of insufficier. t well control. However, because tl e "69-3" 
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sandstone is oil productive, many wells in and near OSR-Halliday field 
drilled through this sandstone. Electric logs from these wells were 
used to map the morphology. 
A net sandstone map of the "69-3" sandstone outlines OSR-Halliday 
field, and suggests the presence of a stratigraphic trap (Fig. 10). 
This map was constructed by first measuring the thickness of the "69-3" 
sandstone from the SP log, and then contouring this value. Sand 
thickness was defined as the thickness (in feet) of the SP deflection 
one-third of the maximum response (the cleanest sandstone) and the 
shale base line, because the "69-3" sandstone is saturated with oil, 
and acme dampening of the SP curve occurred. The isopach shows a 
north-south trending sand body with a very irregular outline. Yiiror 
east-west components are also apparent. The morphology is elongate, 
averaging 2 miles (3. 2 km) wide and 10 m'les (16. 1 km) long. 
The Woodbine gross sandstone map is very similar to the net 
sandstone map (Fig. 11). This map was constructed bv contouring the 
interval between the first and last deflection of the SP log off the 
shale base line for the "69-3" sandstone interval. This map shows the 
same north-south trending, narrow, elongate, irregular morphology 
present on the net sandstone map. The east-west components are gener- 
allv found of= the west flank of the main ax. 's of this sandstone hodr. 
The most significant differerce between the two Woodbine sandstore mans 
is the great increase in the thickness of gross s ndstone in the 
southern part of the studv area. The sandstones become very shaly in 
this area, which is obvious when one compares the net and gross sand- 
stone maps. This thickening of the "69-3" sandstone interval '. ", shown 
Figure 10, Net sandstone map of the Woodbine "69-3" sandstone showing 
the elongate, north-south trending morphology of the body. 
The 10 foot sandstone thickness interval outlines the 
OSR-Halliday field limits very precisely. Pleasant Ridge 
field also shows the same north-south trending morphology. 
Contour interval is 10 feet. 
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on a north-south cross section through Pleasant Ridge, OSR-Halliday and 
Southeast Halliday fields (Fig. 12), The increasing shale content is 
apparent on the most sout). erly electric log. 
The correlations on the cross section in Figure 12 also indicates 
that the "69-3" sandstone is present in Pleasant Ridge and is continu- 
ous with OSR-Halliday production from this sandstone. Completion data 
shows that the "69-3" sandstone is the producing interval in Pleasant 
Ridge field. Therefore, the "69-3" sandstor e is a continuous reservoir 
body over 15 miles (24. 2 km) long. However, thinning of the sandstone 
between the two fields is shown on the Woodbine net sandstone map (Fig. 
10), making this area not economically attractive for oil production. 
Evidence for the stratigraphic trapping of oil at OSR-Halliday and 
Pleasant Ridge fields is shown by the limits of net sandstone (Fig. 
10). A structure map on the base of Austin Chalk shows only a regional 
dip of 1. 5' in the study area (Fig. 13). The lack of any structural 
variations in the area suggests that stratigraphic traps may oe nresent 
in the area. A cross section across OSR-Hallidav field shows the 
"69-3" sandstone thinning or absent in non-productive wells along the 
margins of the field, while productive sandstones are well developed 
(Fig. 14). This cross section, the structure map, and 'Woodbine net 
sandstone map indicate the presence of a stratigraphic trap at O, . R- 
Halliday and Pleasant Ridge fields. 
Figure 12. North-south cross section through OSR-Nalliday and P]easant Nidge fields showing the 
continuity of the "69-3u sandstone in these fields and the thickening of the sandstone 
to the south. Note the facies change to the south where more sandstones are present. 
The Nadisonville Tongue also thickens to thc south. I, ocation of cross section shown on 
Figure 13. No horizontal scale. 
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Diagenesis 
Diagenesis affected all the Woodbine sandstones examined 'n this 
study. Subsurface diagenesis is dominated by two processes: l) the 
mechanical compaction, dissolution and alteration of detrital framework 
gra'ns; and 2) the growth, and possible later dissolution, of precip- 
itated or replacement minerals. All of these processes were present, 
and occurred in a common sequence, in the cored sandstones. 
Mechanical compaction due to overburden loading occurs immediately 
upon burial and continues to moderate depths. Microfracturing of 
detrital grains, macrofractures seen in cores, and deformed detrital 
grains (especially muscovite) illustrate this compaction. Early 
diagenesis al o included growth of silica r-'m cements and overgrowths 
on detrital quartz grains. Overgrowth formation was inhibited in 
samples with large percentages of detrital clays. 
Carbonate cementaticn, mostly in the form poikilotopic and snarry 
calcite, followed sil'ca precipitation, and greatly reduced porositv 
and permeability. Calcite commonly replaced silicates during cementa- 
tion, and in some samples completely surrounded grains, leaving them 
"floating" in calcite cement. Observed alteration of detrital zrain. 
by calcite include the recrystallization of skeletal fragments, neomor- 
phism of twinned-plagioclase, and partially replaced 
fragments. Dissolution of calcite cement commonly 
creat'ng secondary porosity in many samples. 
cuartz ard rock 
occurred later, 
a3 
Detrital clays inhibited silica cementation and calcite precipita- 
tion. Samples with a high matrix content conta'ned very little calci. te 
cement. In these samples, small amounts of siderite formed instead of 
calcite, indicating the presence of iron-rich formation fluids. 
Authigenic clays formed in the late stages of diager. esis. 
Kaolinite was the most common clay, with chlorite, smectites and 
iron-bearing clays also present. Yoldic pores, formed bv dissolution 
of shell fragments, were commonly infilled by kaolinite or chlorite. 
The iron-bearing clays were usually found in the proximity of altered 
rock fragments, pyrite, hematite or limoni. te, the probable sources of 
these clays. Nacrofractures were commonly lined with the iron-bearing 
clays, indicating that adjacent strata (probably shales) may have 
brought in iron-rich formation fluids. 
The above relationships are generalized for the three Woodbine 
sandstones studied. However, these sandstone do have slightly differ- 
ent diagenetic histories, mostly related to differences in the initial 
composition of the sandstones. 
Sandstones in the WU 69-3 unit contain 12/ calc'te cement on an 
average, with much variability from sample to sample. In sampjes with 
a high matrix content (over 20/ of the total detrital composition), 
ca'cite averages only 4/ of the total composition. Therefore, the 
occurrence oi' a 1"igh matrix content inhibited cele-'te precipitatior. , 
and promoted small amounts of sideri e to form ir. stead (generally less 
than 22j. Calcite cement is abundant (over 50K) in the. sample with 40, ': 
shell fragments. T1 is relati nship suggests that the carbon te shej 1 
fragments supplied carbonates to subsurface waters, wl. ich was 'ster 
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precipitated out as calcite cement. Low vertical permeabilities within 
the sandstone caused the carbonate-rich waters to remain close to their 
source. 
Authigenic clays are common in the "69-3" sandstone. The iron- 
bearing clays were precipitated along fractures and were often followed 
by c'nlorite and smectite formation. Pyrite, hematite and limonite were 
formed early and indicate the presence of iron-rich components in the 
initial compcsition. Kaolinite, chlorite ard smectites are all pre- 
sent, and formed after calcite and the iron-rich clays. Noldic pores, 
formed after calcite cement, were infi11ed by kaolinite, chlorite or 
sperry calcite. 
The massive sandstones of the MHU 49-3 were well cemented by 
calcite, dich averages 34% of the total composition. Quartz grains in 
many samples, are "floating" in calcite cement. Carbonate shell 
fragments, commonly found throughout the cored interval, are the source 
of carbonate for the cement. The 16% mean clay contenr is mostly 
detrital matrix and is usually concentrated in the numerous shale 
laminae. Authigenic clays are unconm. on, with only rare occur ences of 
iron-rich clays found in localized patches, and chlorite replaces shell 
fragments. In general, di. agenesis progressed verv little after calcite 
cement. ation. 
The "NJ'" sandstones have all the ciagenet'c stages discussed 
previously. Clays inhibited calcite cementation, with samoles conte'n- 
ing over 25% calcite cement having less than 2% clav matrix. . wo 
samples contained high percentages of calcite c ment, bu- onlv one of 
these had a significant amount of skeletal debris (40%). However, the 
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other sample was taken directly below a fossiliferous sandstone, 
suggesting downward migration of carbonate-rich fluids. Kaolinite, 
chlorite, smectites and iron-rich clays are all present in this sand- 
stone. 
Reservoir Rock Properties 
Porosity and permeability are the two properties of a reservoir 
sandstone that control the amount of fluid in the zesezvoir (porosity), 
and the ability of the fluid to move through the zock in interconnected 
pores (permeability). These two properties are secondary properties of 
a sandstone, and aze directly related to composition and texture (Berg, 
1970). Diagenesis also plays an important role in determining the 
amount of pore space available for fluids in a sandstone. 
The "69-3" sandstone is the reservoir sandstone at OSR-Hallioay 
field. The commercial coze ana'ysis of the sandstone shows an average 
porosity of 10. 5% and a range from 2. 3X to 14. 7K (Fig. 15). Permeabil- 
ity averages 0. 61 md, and ranges from less than 0. 01 to 5. 23 md, Both 
porosit~ and permeability increase upward, reflecting the general 
increase in grain size and quartz content that was observed in the 
petrographic analysis. A zone rear the top of the sandstone exhibits 
anomalously low values of porosi' y and permeability. This one is well 
cern. nted by calcite, illustrating the affect of oiaqenesis on reservoir 
properties 
Core analysis were also available for other wells ir. OSR-Ha''iday 
field. From these wells the maximum average porosity and permeability 
was 18. 2/ and 3. 8 md. The minimum porosity and permeability of a 
MHU 69-3 
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" igure I5. Core anzlvsis of the "69-3" sand tore at 08848allidav ' 'eld 
show. 'ng porosity, permeabilitv and fluid saturations. Note 
the increase upward in porosity and permeability. Location 
of well is shown in Figure 4, and rock prooerties are illustrated n Figures 5 and 7. 
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producing well was 9. 7T and 0. 4 md. Oil production is probably not 
economical below these minimum values. The distzibr tion of pozosities 
is tether symmetrical in the field, w'th increasing valu s found where 
the sands one thickens. The increase in porosity with an increase in 
gross sandstone is probably related to matrix content, amount of 
calcite cement, or grain size. Porosities would decrease where grain 
size decreases, matrix content increases, or calcite cement increases. 
Permeabilities are more variable within the field, with no clear trends 
observed. Because permeabilities are greatly affected by the infilling 
of pore throats, calcite cementation may 'oe the ma3oz cause of this 
variability. Thin rima of calcite usually surround grains, and may 
thus decrease pore throat diameter greatlv, while not significantly 
reducing the original porosity. Because skeletal fragments are the 
source of the calcite cement, local concentrations of shells may be 
related to some of the less permeable sandstones. 
The "NJl" and "49-3" sandstones are not reservoir sandstones, but 
their secondary properties are important in evaluating future possibil- 
ities of pzoduct'on from these sandszones. The thin "49-3" sandstones 
have low porosities and permeab'lities, averaging only 4. 3/ and 0. 3S md 
respectivel; (Fig. 16). The sandstones contain residual oil, w'nich 
filled an average of 27. 6;; of the porosity in the coze. The presence 
of oil in the core suggests that these sandstones mav produce o~ 1, but 
t'ne low porosities and permeabilities, and the th n nature of indivi- 
dual sandstone beds, make the economical production of oil imnzobable. 
T'ne high percentage of calcite in the sandstones &calcite cement 
averages 34i of the total composition) is zespons-''ole for the 'o" 
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Figure 16. Core analvsis cf the "48-3" sandstones shcai. ng pcrosit ~, 
permeability and fluid saturations. Location of well i= 
shown in Figure 4, and rack properties are i lustrated 
:igures 5 and 8. 
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porosities and permeabilities. These sandstones could be productive 
nearby where calcite cementation is not so extensive, or where disso- 
lution of the calcite has created secondary porosities. 
In contrast to the "49-3" sandstones, the YJ1 core recovered no 
oil, but some gas was recovered in the upper part of the core. These 
sandstones have good porosities and permeabilities in facies 2, but not 
in facies 1 (Fig. 17). Facies 2 averages 82. 8 md of permeability and 
14. 2X pore space, while facies I sandstones have a mean permeability 
and porosity of 0. 77 md and 6. 47. , respectively. The differences 
between t1. e two facies are mostly due to the larger mean grain size of 
facies 2 sandstones, and the greater amount of calcite cement in facies 
1 sandstones. Because of the good porosities and permeabilities in 
facies 2 sandstones, they are considered to be poter. tial reservoir 
sandstones. Future exploration efforts near the MJI well shculd 
concentrate on the stratigraphic trapping of oil in this sandstor e. 
The "NJI" sandstones have the best reservoir qualities of the 
three cored intervals, while the "49-3" sandstones are the poorest 
exploration targets. The "69-3" has proved productive at OSR-Ha]liday 
and Pleasant Ridge fields which, although large in. areal exter. t, 
produce only moderate amounts of oil because of the low porosities ard 
permeabilities. 
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Figure 17. Core analysis of "143 I" sardstones in the wosbacher do; e. 
Foundation l showing porosit &, permeabil tv and fluid 
saturations. l, ocation of well is shosrn in 1 Zure &, etc 
rock properties are illustrar. ed in Figures 6 and 9. 
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INTERPRETA. ION OF WOODBINE AND EAGLEFORD SANDSTONES 
"69-3" Sandstone 
The "69-3" sandstone is a shallow marine sand bar deposited 
ad]scent to and contemporaneously with delta fror t sediments of the 
eHarris" delta. This interpretation is 'ba ed on the composition, 
texture, sedimentary structures, trace fossils and morphology of the 
sandstones. The mechanisms that controlled sar. d distribution inc]ude 
'ongshore currents, offshore currents and paleotopography. 
The composition and texture of the "69-3" sandstones indicate 
deposition bv currents which increased in strength during early depos'— 
tion, and remained relatively constant during deposition of the middle 
ard upper sediments. The mean grain size of quartz increases upward at 
the base, and remains constant above (Fig. 6). Quartz conte. t has a 
similar trer. d, while matrix shows an opposite trend. 
Sedimentarv structures and trace +ossils show similar currenr. 
activity. At the base of the "69-3" sardstone horizontally bedoed 
sandstones and shales are present, ano indicate very low current 
velocities. This interlaminated unit grades upward into clean . , and- 
stones with thin shale laminae outl'ning riople bed forms. The sligl t- 
ly stronger currents which deposited these sandstor, es remain d rela- 
tively constant during deposition of this 30 foot (9. 1 m) unit. he 
rarity o+ trace +ossils in the sardstone ind. cate rapi. d, continuous 
sedimentation &Rhoads, 1975). The presence o an escape burrow, which 
is typical of high sedimentation rates, and a few vertical traces 
suggest a shallow-water environment of deptsition. 
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The lccal setting of the sandstone body also indicates a nearshore 
environment. Turner and Conger (1981) have mapped net sandstone within 
the Woodbine-Eagleford section (Fig. 18). The map shows a thick 
sandstone mass just south of OSR-Halliday field, and this thicl has 
been interpreted as the "Harris" delta (Nichols, 1964; Oliver, 1970; 
Bel. ', )980; Turner and Conger, 1981). The outline of the de'ta plain 
may follow the 200-foot isopach of Turner and Conger's (1981) Woodbine- 
Eagleford net sandstone map (Fig. 18). During deposition of the "69-3" 
andstone, the delta plain and shoreline were probably a few miles 
farther east than that showm. 
The orientation of the "69-3" sandstone body is gener. lly ncrth- 
south !Fig. 10 and 11), which is subparallel to the general trend of 
the coastline during the Late Cretaceous. The location of the sand- 
stone body, and the inferred position of the "Harris" delta, are shown 
in a depositional model in Figure 19, This model takes into accour. t 
the paleotopographic control of the sandstone body and inferred palen- 
entre'n'ts, 
The "69-3" sandstone was deposited on the inner helf, just 
seaward of two topographic ridges on the sea floo . An i opach map of 
the Eagleford Group shows a prominent thin which may represent a ridge 
that was present cn the Late Wcodbinean sea floor (Fig. 20). The 
thickening of the "69-3" sandstone (Fig. 11'), ard the thinning of the 
E'agleford Group to the south is ou to the 'ncreased sedivent accumula- 
tion in front of the "Harris" delta. T' he sediments of the delta apron 
nay have formed a topographi" high on the sea floor and also controlled 
sandstone distribution. The "o9-3" sar. cater. er were deposited on the 
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western flank of the north-south ridges and northern flank of the delta 
apron. Comparison of the paleotopographic map (Eagleford isopach) and 
the Woodbine net sandstone map illustrate this relationship (Fig. 21). 
During deposition of the "69-3u sandstone, the predominate current 
direction was from the south, parallel to the shoreline ('Fig. 19). The 
velocity of these currents accelerated on the southern flank of the 
delta apron because the flow must maintain its continuity (see Swift 
and Rice, 1982 for complete exp1anation). Erosion of sediments on the 
upcurrent flank or this high results from this acceleration. As the 
currents reach the crest, the currents decelerate and deposition 
follows. The steady influx of sediment from t' he delta mouth caused 
much of the reworked sediment to be mixed w. 'th deltaic sediment resu't- 
ing in deposition of sands, silts and clays. However, farthe- north, 
deltaic sedimentation was not important and the clean reworked sand- 
stones of USR-Halliday field were deposited. 
Further evidence nf northward currents comes from the Tenneco 
Robeson 1 (TR1) which cored the "69-3" sandstone in Pleasant P. id. ge 
field. This well is 8 miles north of the HHU 69-'3 (Fig. 4). This 
sandstone is generally bioturbated, with few of the or'ginal ripple 
laminae remaining (Theiss, ]983). T' he mean grain size is 0. 10 mm, 
significantly finer-grained chan the sandstones in t' he EHU 69-3 (mear. 
grain size 0. ''" mm, see able 3). Decelerating currents dropped the 
coarser sandstones of t' he EHU 69-3 closer to the crest of the delta 
apron, while the finer-grained sandstones of the TR1 were deposited 
farther . orth. Because the NHU 59-3 co. . tains very few tre. cc fcssils, 
Figure 21. Comparison of the Woodbine net sandstone map (Fig. 10) and 
the Eagleford isopach (Fig. 20). Note that the Woodbine 
sandstones generally lie on the western flanks of the 
paleoridges. 
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stronger currents restricted fauna rrom this area. The abundance of 
trace fossils in the TR1 suggests slower currenr. velocities in this 
area. 
Other cores in Madison county support the nearshore-bar and 
delta-front interpretation of the "69-3" sandstcne. Sandstones cored 
in southeast Hallidav field are delta- ront sandstones and are strati- 
graphically equivalent to the "69-3" sandstone. The Houston Oil and 
Minerals McFarland 2 (HM1) and the Houston Oil ar. d Minerals Walker 2 
(HW1', are dominantly interlsminated sandstones and s'hales (Thai s, 
1983). The sandstones in the HM1 are fine-grained, averaging 0. 13 rsa, 
Oommon sedimentary st uctures include both planar, continuous, parallel 
laminations and wavy, continuous and discortinuous nonparallel lamirae. 
Bioturbation is common, especially in the shales. Theiss (1983) 
interpreted these sandstones ro be elongate offshore bars deposited in 
a deep sl elf environment. However, these sandstones are actually part 
of the de'ta apron, 
The north-south trending ridges to the east of the sano bars 
caused offshore currents (currents moving ar ay frcm 1 nd) to deposit 
their coarsest sediments on the «estern f] ank of the ridges. The 
mechar. 'sm of depositior. is t'ne same as that proposed for the longshore 
currents. The north-south ridges were probablv important in ehe earlr 
stages of sand deposition, but as b r forcaation prop;- seed, tt e sand 
bar mav have been topogravhically higher than the ridges. Sedimen 
accumulaticn occurred on the seaward side o the sar. d bar during this 
'ater stage. Ev'dence of these currents s se n in the Woodbine net 
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and gross sandstone maps (Fig. 10 and 11). East-west trending compo- 
nents are common on the western flank of rhe sand bar, where 
sedimentation by the offshore currents is proposed. Between 
OSR-Halliday and Pleasant Ridge fields, the thickness of net Woodbine 
sandstones decreases to less than 5 feet (1. 5 m). Thickness of the 
Eagleford section is less variable in this area. Therefore the 
north-south ridges may have been less prominent, and had less of an 
effect on sand deposition. Sands brought to the area by longshore 
currents may have been transported farther west by the offshore 
currents and deposited at Leone field (Fig. 10). 
The currents responsible for deposition of the sand bar have been 
described as longshore and offshore currents. It is difficult to 
determine the cause of these currents, primarily because the sedimen- 
tary structures present in the cores are not diagnostic of any specific 
process. Storms, waves or tides, or any combination of these, may have 
been responsible for the depcsits. Tides are probably the dominant 
process. 
D. Swi (1984, pars. corn. ) believes that storms were responsible 
for deposition of the "69-3" sandstone. In his theory, large bed sets, 
up to a few tens of centimeters in thickness, were laid down by storm 
currents. During the interstorm period only the upper few centimeters 
of the deposit were reworked by organisms. The next storm eroded much 
of previous deposits, including the bioturbated cap, leaving oniy the 
more massive sandstones at the base. The "69-3" sandstone is a series 
of these basal storm deposits. Swift's explanatior. is valid for the 
NHU 69-3 but does not explain the TR1 c. ore. The sandstones in the Tp. l 
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are bioturbated throughout, suggesting that only a few centimeters of 
sediment were laid down during any one depositional event. Cme might 
argue that bed thicknesses were less than in the KM' 69-3 sandsto. . es 
because the slower currents deposited less sediment. Hcwever, the 
total thickness of the "69-3" sandstones in both of these wells is 
about the same, indicating an equal amount of sediment accumulation 
during individual events. Storms were responsible for other Woodbine 
sandstone deposits (see u49-3" sandstone), but not the "69-3". This 
sandstone body was probably too close to the shoreline, in the area 
where storm currents are too strong to deposit rippled 'beds. 
The domiz. ance of ripple laminae suggests that fair-weather waves 
may have deposited the "69-3" sandstone. Because shales surround the 
sand bar, the bar must have been a topographic high reaching ir. to 
fair-weather base. Ho evidence of the early formation of a topographi" 
hig'n is present. The "Harris" delta would cause waters to shel'ow as 
it prograded seaward, causing the wave base to also move se:. wari'. . High 
energy beach sandstones should have been deposited on top of the "69- . " 
sandstone. The absence of such deposits indicates that waves were not 
a primary process. 
Tidal currents are preferred to storms or waves because they are 
frequent, but not contiruous, and mav be strong enough Co carry del a 
front sediments a short distance. Th flood curren picked up delta 
front sands, silts anc clays, and deposited them on the leeward side of 
the de'ta apron. As the currents decelerated the fine-graineo sand- 
were deposited irst, on the souther. part of the bar. Wit'i furthe" 
deceleration, the very fine-g aimed andstones found at Pleasa it Ridge 
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field were deposited. Farther north, as the currents decelerated even 
more, silts and clays were deposited. The delta apron is a maIor cause 
of the acceleration of the tidal currents and the transportation of 
delta front sediments. Because the «69-3« sandstone was deposited at 
the mouth of a narrow seaway, tidal currents velocities increased as 
thev entered the seawav. This increase is due to the continuitv of 
flow. The tidal fcrces are generally a'ongshore because they occur at 
the "mouth" of the seaway, where the waters of ti. e ancient Gulf of 
Hexico entered during flood tide. During ebb flow, currents were 
weaker, and the main flow was probably to the west of OSR-Hal'Liday 
field in deeper, less restricted waters. Tidal deposition is preferred 
because the currents occur often (twice a day) ano may be of 1. ow 
relocities (the Cretaceous seaway has been proposed to be microtidal or 
mesotidal (Slater, 1981)). The aoundance of rinple bed fo — . *. , s s ggests 
low current velocit. ies. The lack of trace ossils in the NHH 69-3 
sandstones support the rather cont. inuous d position 'n, tide 
The «69-3« sandstone bar is unlik any offshore bcr prev'ously 
described. The normal offshore bars are domin. ted bv cro s-bedded 
sandstones. The absence of cross-bedded strata at OBR-Ha" liday field 
is easily explained. The current- -ere never strong eno gh o ceposit 
these higher flow regime bedfoms. 
Other work rs have recently cescribcd topographic ccntrol of 
offshore bars. Theiss (1983) surgested that the «69-3« sandctone at 
Pleasant Ridge field was related to a «progracing breal -'. slcpe« or. ar 
otherwise flat seafloor. Leethem (1984) believes that saodstcne 
distribution in marten fielc wa" influer ced by a topographic ridge 
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scuth of' the field. This ridge is probably related to a salt diapirism 
that includes Hill dome. Decreasing flow regime bedforms are found 
:rom south to north in the Kurten "C" sandstone. Cross-bedced sanc- 
stones are found to the south near the ridge, fo)lowed by ripples in 
the center, and bioturbated sandstones in the northern part. of the 
field. A northward decrease in grain size was also observed. The 
similarity of Kurten sandstones and the "69-3" sandstones suggests that 
si«ilar processes were responsible for their deposition. 
"49-3" Sandstone 
The "49-3" sandstones are typica' storm deposits. The; were 
deposited ir. rather deep water, probably middle neretic, about 4G miles 
(65 km) eaward of a delta system. Sedimentary structures and trace 
fossi's in the sardstones are the main evicence for deocsition bv 
stow-generated currents. Sharp basal contacts are overl, in by massive 
sandstones, followed oy a ripple&. ' or inters am"'nated uric. Pioturbation 
's restricted to the upper part of the sandstones. T&. e sandston s are 
general'v less than '. foot (30 cm) thick, and are separated br black 
hales up to 5 feet (1. 5 m) thick. The. onl; trace foes' s recognized 
vere Chondr'tes. The f ne scale of these horizontal burrows indicate 
relstivelv dean-water sedimen ation 
Simi. lar eposits have 'oeen descr'bed by other worker {'Haves, 
1967; 1forton 19g1; Reinick arrd Singh, 1972; Goldring ond brio{gee. 
1973) . A review o" their storr. . -sands show two ger. ara' types of 
deposits. The irst. is sir. liar to man) of t)e "49-3" ardstones, 
bavin& a massive base overlain by inter lar. . inured, and possibly graded 
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sandstones and shales. The second type is horizontally bedded at the 
base instead of massive (Ãittrouer and Sternberg, 1981). This second 
type is characteristic of the sand-poor Cretaceous Western Interio 
Seaway (Swift and Rice, in press). However, because the u49-3" sand- 
stone are much like the first type, a sandy shelf may have been present 
in this area. 
Various mechanisns have been prcposed for these thinly bedded 
deposits. Hayes (1967) introduced the concept of storm surges creating 
strong gravitv-induced currents that flow sea -ard as the storm 
diminishes. These storm-surge ebb currents become densitv currents as 
they cross the inner s). elt, Swift (Swift, Heron and Dill, 1969; Swift, 
Rreeiand and Young, 1979; Swift ard R'ce, in prc s) and Horton (1981) 
have proposed that strcng bottom currents thar. form in resporse to wind 
fore'ng (Csanady, 1976) are another explanatio- for th thin, upward. — 
fining storm-sands. Wind-forced currents on the shel» form in response 
to strong storm winds. Deposition of sand may occur during waning flow 
periods associated with stcrm dissip. tion. Sand may also be deposited 
on the lee side of topographic highs cor. tinuouslv during stum 
activitv. 
The Strei - and Voight Craig 1 (SC1), located north of Pleaser t 
Ridge field, cored sand. stones that are probably eouivalent to the 
"49-3" sardstone. The. . e sandstones are thin, and have a sh -rn basal 
contacts (Theiss, 19S3). Massive sandston - are cverlain bv bio ur— 
bate' sl". a'es. The sandstones are similar to the sand. tor es in ti. e HH11 
49-3 ard were probabl r also dencsited b; storm cu rer. ts 
Eagleford Sands ones 
Four wells in western Houston countv cored sandstone in the 
Madisor;ville Tongue of the Lower Eagleford Formation. Two of the 
wel1 s, the Sims Walker and Harris 1 (SWB1) and the Tenneco '. Henry 1 
(T. TH1), are approximately 20 miles (32. 3 km) to the northeast of 
OSR-Halliday fie1. d. These two wells cored shaly sandsto. . es that are 
g nerally biot. urbated (Theiss, 1983). These sandstones were deposit. . d 
marginal ro a main deltaic complex to the south. Sedimenr. s supplied 
from the "Har is" delta, were transported bv longshore currents o the 
site of. deposition where they were reworked by benthic organisms. 
The Tenneco M. Towler 1 (TMi1) and. the Magnolia A. B. Spence 1 
(MSS1) cored Madisorville sandstones about 10 miles east of OSR- 
Halliday field. Over 150 feet (45. 7 m) of bioturbated sandstones are 
found in these wells (Theiss, 1983). The mean grain size in the MES1 
is 0, 20 mm, ard the quartz content averages 79;. '. These va'ues, wl'ich 
are the highest encountered in any Upper Woodbine or Lower Eagle ord 
sandstone studied, indicate their pro. imity to the , ource where higher 
enervy conditions are present. hese sanus ones were deposited in a 
delta-front environment 
Many of the Doper Woodbine and Lowet Eagleford sandstone. dis- 
cussed "n t). is studs h ave beer in er rted as delta from and del" a 
margi 1 denosi'ts, Ee g (1979) made a similar interpretation ' . Dakota 
sandstones at Lor. e Pine "ield, Hew Mexico. 11 large amount of bioturba- 
tion -. , he sandstones suggested that sedir eat influx was relatively 
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small, allowing benthic organisms to rework much of the sediment. 
Sandstones marginal to the "Harrisu delta wer deposited ur der similar 
ccnditions. 
The primary properties of Upper Eagleford sardstones were 
described by Theiss (1983) in three cores r ortl. of OSP-Hal' iday field. 
The sandstones were divided ir. to three units, the "A", "B", and "C". 
The "A" sandstore, which was cored in the Rotary at d Fall Parker ! 
(RHP!) and the Streif and Voight Craig (SC!), is heavily bioturbated. 
To the scuth, this unit charges facies to a cleaner sandstone. The "8" 
sandstone, cored in the SC! and RHP! as well as the Te . neco Robeson 1 
(TR!), and the "C" sandstone, cored only in the TR!, are generally 
massive, with some crossbedding, ripple laminae and little bioturba- 
tinn. The "C" sandstone becomes a heavily bioturbated sandv mudstone 
to the west. The similarity of these two units, and the similar 
changes in facies observed in both the "A" and "C" units, suggest that 
similar processes deposited these Upper . -agleford sandstones. 1h iss 
(1983) interpreted these sandstones as storm dcpo. , its. 
Because of insuffirie. . t well control, the morphologv o. these 
sand-tones in Pleasaz:t Ridge fie'd was mapped as " sheet sandstone that 
thinned northw rd (Theiss, 1983). !n OSR-Hallidav field, over 130 we'1 
logs were u. ed to define the morphology. An Eagleford gross sand tone 
map oi the area shows " north-sourh, elongate sand. . tone bcdv lccat d 
just to the east c+ OSR-Halliday field (Eig. 2, . ). T'nis map was con- 
structed by c otouring the total sandstones betwee. . the top of the 
sandstone and the base of the lowest Uooer Eagleford sandsto. e. "!. . or 
east. -vest sandstone components are a!. so present. The max, um . ,a . dstone 
Figure 22. Gross sandstone map of the Upper Eagleford formation showing 
the elongate, irregular morphology of the sandstones. pote 
the thickening of the sandstone to the east. Contour 
interval is 10 feet. 
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thickness is located along the axis of the sandstone and to the east of 
OSR-Halliday field along the Leon-Madison county line. The thickening 
of sediments to the east along this dip trending component suggests a 
source of sands to the east. 
An Upper Eagleford net sandstone map was constructed by measuring 
one-half of the maximum SP response and contouring the r suiting 
thickness. This map shows the same north-south morphology as the gross 
sandstone map, but the axis of the body is shifted to the east over 
OSR-Halliday field (Pig. 23). A major, dip-trending component is 
present just north of the Leon-Madison county line, again indicating 
the direction and location of sediment input. 
Theiss (1983) suggested topographic control of the Upper Eagleford 
sandstones at Pleasant Ridge field which resulted from the differential 
compaction of underlying sediments. He observed thinning of Eagleford 
sandstones where the thickest Woodbine sandstones occur, and thickening 
where the Woodbine is mostly shale. These relationships are confirmed 
at OSR-Ha11iday field. Pigure 24 is a comparison of the gross sand- 
stone maps of the Woodbine and Eagleford. The main axis of Woodbine 
sediments lies just to the east of the thickest Eagleford sandstones. 
East-west trending sandstone components are also offset, with Eagleford 
thicks forming in Woodbine thine. 
These topographic highs (ridges) controlled Upper Eag'eford 
deposition much like that proposed for ceposition of the "69-3" sand- 
stone. The main current direction was probably from the southeast, 
oblique to the crest of the ridge. This mechanism explains the offset 
in the axis of maximum deposition between the net and gross Upper 
Figure 23. Upper Eagleford net sandstone map showing the north-south 
trending, elongate morphology. The east-west trending labe 
in the center of the map suggests a sediment supply from the 
east. Contour interval is 10 feet. 
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Eagleford sandstones. The currents dropped the cleaner sandstones near 
the ridge crest. The net sandstone map, which includes only clean 
sand, supports this conclusion. The gross sandstone map shows a 
thicker sequence to the west or. the flank of the ridge. These sedi- 
ments which include sands, silts and clays were depos'ted as the 
currents decelerated on the basinward side of the ridge. 
"MJlu Sandstone 
The "NJlu sandstones were deposited in a deltaic environment. 
Three different subenvironments can be distinguished: the delta front; 
distributary channel; and interdistributary bay. The vertical sequence 
of the three facies indicates progradation of the delta. This delta is 
probably equivalent to Oliver's (1971) Freestone delta. 
Facies 1, the lowest sandstone cored, is a delta front sequence. 
Prom bottom to top the unit coarsens, increases in quartz content, anc 
changes from interlaminated sardstones and shales, to a mottled bed, 
and then to a massive sandstone with indistinct crossbedding. These 
changes reflect increasing energy conditions upward. The small burrows 
of Chondrites are replaced by large burrows of Thalassinoides upward, 
sugges ing a change from a shelf environment to a rearshore setting. 
Facies 2 is a distributary channel seouence which prograded over, 
and cut into, the delta-front deposits. The basal lag consists of a 
fossiliferous sandstone with some coal lenses. The shell fragments 
were reworked from delta front deposits and concentrated at the base of 
the channel where curren energies were highest. Above the lag, is a 
thick sequence of crossbedded sandstones, capp d by a ripple bed. The 
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decrease in energy conditions upward in this facies is demonstrated by 
the sequence of sedimentary structures and the upward decrease in both 
grain size and quartz content. 
Facies 3 is a shale zone that contains whole and broken shell 
fragments. This facies is interpreted to be an interdistributary bay. 
Restricted conditions of a bay environment are supported by the low 
taxonomic diversity present. Only oyster shells and a small number of 
pectens were identified. Thin sandstone beds within the shale unit are 
generally rippled. The high degree of bioturbation in the shales 
suggests slow continuous deposition, with some rapidly deposited 
sandstone beds that resulted from storms. 
Above the shales of facies 3, sandstone beds having the same 
characteristics of facies 1 and 2 were deposited. This sandstone is a 
much thinner sequence of the facies 1, delta-front sandstones overlain 
'oy the distributary channel deposits of facies 2. This section is 
unconformably overlain by the Austin Chalk. 
The "&tJ1" sandstones are typical delta'c deposits with a very 
simple depositional history. Delta-front sands were deposited over 
prodelta muds as the delta prograded seaward. '~Jith further prograda- 
tion, the distributary channel of the delta plain cut deeply into delta 
front sands, reworking them and leavir 3 a basal charms' lag of r. . arine 
shells. This distributary channel migrated laterallv or wss temporar- 
ily abandoned, and the sandstones subsided into the delta-front muds 
below due to differential compaction. A shallow bay formed above the 
subsiding sandstones. ! ster, a distributary channel migrated back ever 
the bav and the upper sandstone was deposited. 
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Regional Geology 
Many workers have discussed the existence of the "Harris" delta 
(Nichols, 1964; Oliver, 1971; Bell, 1980; Turner and Conger, 1981). 
However, subsurface studies have discovered only offshore marine sand 
bodies, which have been described as either delta margin or offshore 
bars. The "Harris" delta does exist somewhere to the east of these 
study areas, but has eluded the core barrel. The "MJ1" Woodbine 
sandstone is a delta, but it is about 40 miles (64. 5 km) to the east of 
the study area, suggesting that sediment derived from this delta was 
not the source for the OSR-Halliday longshore bar, nor any other 
sandstones discussed previously. 
However, a cross section extending from the MJ1 to the MHU 69-3 in 
OSR-Ha)liday offers a ready explanation of the depositional histo~ of 
this region (Fig. 25). The interpretation of this cross section is 
shown in Figure 26. Following shale deposition in the Lower Woodbine, 
two small deltas prograded westward from Trinity County into Houstor. 
County. Electric log responses on the cross section show coarsening 
upward sandstones typical of prograding deltas. The "MJ1" sandstone is 
equivalent to these sandstones, thus supporting the deltaic interpreta- 
tion, The presence of deltaic deposits in this area suggests that the 
Sabine uplift, just to the northeast, was emergen" curing the middle 
and late Woodbinian. 
During upper Woodbine deposition and following deposi. tion of the 
second deltaic sequence, a major rise of the Sabine uplift occurrec. 
Subsequent erosion on top of the Sabine removed all of the lower 
Woodbine sediments, which were then transported to the west and 
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deposited as upper Woodbine and Eagleford sediments. Sediment supply 
into the East Texas basin increased due to renewed uplift, and a third 
deltaic sequence prograded rapidly, with a much greater thickness of 
sandstones deposited. Over three hundred feet of sand was deposited as 
this delta, the "Harris" delta, prograded more than thirtv miles east- 
southeast into the basin. This deltaic sequence, comprising the Upper 
Woodbine and Madisonville Tongue of the Lower Eagleford, also coarsens 
upward. The interpretation of this delta, however, comes onl) from 
electric )og characteristics and the identification of delta margin 
facies found in this and other studi. es. Distributarv channe"s or other 
delta-plain deposits have not been obsezved in this area because no 
cores have beer available. 
Cross section C'-C" supports work done by previous workers. The 
truncation of the Eagleford Group occurs in eastern Houston County, 
coincident Oliver's (1971) upper limit of the Eagleford line. The 
section also shows a rather constant thickness of lower Woodbine strata 
indicating depositicn on a Buda peneplain, as suggested bv Halbouty and 
Halbouty (19BE). The general regressive nature of the Woodbine and the 
Lower Eagleford, the Late Eaglefordian transgression, and the erosional 
truncation of the Eagleford and much of the Woodbine are illustrated. 
The location of the offshore bar at OSR-Halliday field and the 
position of the "49-3" sandstone in relation to the shoreline mav be 
inferred from this section. The nearshore bar at OSR-Ha' liday fielc is 
equivalent to the base of "Harris" sandstones. Therefore, deposit. ion 
of the baz occurred before maximum progradaticn of the delta, when the 
delta plain was a few mi)es to the southwest. The "49-3" sandstone, 
although not shown on the cross section, is located just below the 
total depth drilled in the MHU 69-3 well (the most westerly well on the 
section). This sandstone correlates with the second deltaic sequence 
equivalent to the "MJ1" sandstones in Trinity County. This delta may 
have been the source for the "49-3" storm deposits. Oliver (1971) has 
shown that the Freestone delta trends north-south in this area. 
Therefore, the source of the "49-3" sandstones was probably a delta to 
the north of OSR-Halliday field. Because the "MJ1" delta is oriented 
oblique to depositional dip on the section, the distance between the 
MJPJ 49-3 and the MJ1 wells is considered to be the maximum distance 
between the shoreline and the "49-3" sandstone deposits. Therefore, 
these storm sandstones were deposited less than 40 miles (64. 5 km) 
offshore. 
The Kurten offshore bars are also shown on Figure 26. The Harris 
delta reached its maximum regression just east of Yurten (Bell, 1980; 
Turner and Conger, 1981) and remained at still steno, because fluvial 
and marine processes were at equilibrium. The similarity of the Kurten 
and OSR-Hallidey bars suggests that they were deposited in a similar 
setting. Other offshore bars illustrated in Figure 26 may be found ir. 
similar settings. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Woodbine sandstones in Leon, Nadison and Trinity counties were 
deposited in shelf and delta environments. The "69-3" sandstone was 
deposited by longshore and offshore currents in shallow waters near the 
Harris delta. The sand body is elongate north-south and has minor 
east~est components. Topographic highs, present on the sea floor 
during deposition, controlled the distribution of sandstones. The 
source of the sandstones was reworked delta front sediments transported 
northward by longshore currents, probably caused by tides. 
The u49-3n sandstone, cored below the "69-3" sandstone, has been 
interpreted to be deposited by storm-generated currents. These sand- 
stones are probably middle neretic, and again may have been influenced 
by subsea topography. 
The "MJ1" sandstones, cored in Trinity County, are deltaic depos- 
its. A basal unit of delta front sandstones is overlain by deposits of 
a distribut. ary channel. Following migration and subsidence an inter- 
distributary bay deposited fossiliferous shale on top o the aelta 
sandstones. The delta-front and interdistributary channel environs:ents 
later returned to the area as channel migration continued. 
Tbe interpretation of these depositional environments was based on 
the composition, texture, sedimentary structures aud trace fossils of 
cored sandstones. 'Well logs allowed the morphology of the "69-3" 
sandstone to be mapped, and the resulting morphology of the sandstone 
body supported the environmental interpretatio~. 
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Upper Eagleford sandstones were also mapped, and the resulting 
morphology is much like those of the "69-3" sandstone. Differential 
compacticn of Woodbine and Lower Eagleford sediments caused a topo- 
graphic highs during Upper Eagleford deposition. These sandstones were 
deposited on top, and seaward of, the ridges. 
A regional cross section through Trinity, Houston and Madison 
counties supports most of the depositional history of Woodbine and 
Eagleford in East Texas sediments presented by Oliver (1971), and 
Halbouty and Halbouty (1982). However, the "MJ1" sandstones are 
deltaic, not coastal barriers, as Oliver (1971) indicated. The Sabine 
uplift was also emergent during the middle and upper Woodbinian, but 
this may be due to progradation of the shoreline rather than structural 
activity. 
The study of sandstones at OSR-Halliday field l. as resulted in a 
local depositional model which will enhance exploration efforts in East 
Texas, as well as areas with similar depositional systems. Because 
paleo-ridges have been shown to influence sandstone distribution, 
paleotopographic maps will aid in predicting the location of other 
sandstone bodies. Identificaticn of paleocurrent directions and source 
areas will also be useful. Knowledge gained from this study will aid 
in the quest for oil and gas traps, but two major problem areas show a 
need for further research. The first 's the location and extent of the 
facies associated with the "Harris" delta. The morphology of the "MJ1" 
deltaic sandstones in Trinity County must also be defined. 
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APPEND TX 
The following pages include: 
Core descriptions* and petrographic analyses of: 
Hosbacher OSR-Halliday Unit 69-3 
Hosbacher OSR-Hallidav Unit 49-3 
Yosbacher Joyce Foundation 1 
*Abbreviations used in core descriptions and petrographic analyses 
include: 
ft — feet 
mm — millimeters 
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CORE DESCRIPTION 
Mosbacher 
OSR-Halliday Unit 69-3 
OSR-Halliday Field 
Madison County, Texas 
Woodbine Sandstone 
Core: 8307-8343 feet 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
ft 
Description 
8307 Sandstone, light gray to gray, fine-grained, 
wavy, discontinuous, nonparallel laminae 
spaced less than 5 mm. Laminae are horizontal 
and slightly crenulate. High matrix content. 
Abundant organic particles less than 1 mm in 
size found throughout. Rare bioturbation. 
Lower contact not preserved. 
8309 Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, wavy, dicontin- 
uous and continuous, nonparallel laminae. 
Laminae are crenulate, subhorizontal, and less 
frequent than previous unit. Organic matter 
with orange weathering rima coxmon. Coarse 
zone (5 mm thick) with rounded pebbles (3 mm 
long) ori. anted horizontally found near top of 
unit. Sharp lower contact. 
8313 Sandstone, calcareous, light gray, fine- 
grained, wavy, generally discontinuous, 
nonparallel laminae oriented subhorizontally, 
Binturbation interrupts many laminae. Shell 
fragments (~Gr ohea) up to 5 mm long found at 
base of unit in a more massive zone. Sharp 
lower contact. 
8315 Sandstcne, shaley, gray, fine-grained, same as 
unit as 8307 ft. Large (12 mm) organic 
fragment near base. Lower contact not pre- 
served. 
8317 Missing core. 
8320 Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, wavy, cont. in- 
uous and discontinuous, generally norparallel 
laminae are closel. y spaced and usually crenu- late. Rare large scale bioturbatior. include: 
Vertical escape burrow (5 mm x 35 mm) at 8322 
ft; Thalassinoides(?) (7 mm x 40 mm) at 
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MHU 69-3 (continued) 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
fr. 
Description 
8324 ft. Black organic fragments up to 5 mm 
in length are rare. 0rganic particles less 
than 1 mm in size are scattered throughout. A 
concentration of these organic particles are 
found in a fine- to medium-grained, 20 mm 
thick calcareous sand lense at 8327 ft. 
Matrix content increases upward. Gradational 
lower content. 
8336 Interlaminated sandstone and shale, light gray 
to gray sandstones and black shales. Sand- 
stone is very fine-grained and have a high 
matrix content. Laminae are planar, subparal- 
lel, continuous and less than 5 mm thick. 
Thinner laminae are crenulate. Minor contor- 
tions are present at 8340 ft. Starved ripples 
are rare and isolated. Shales are more common 
toward base. Shales are micaceous. Verv rare 
small scale burrows (Chondrites ?). Lower. 
contact not preserved. 
8343 End of core. 
Core description by Charles I. Bukowski Jr. , 1983. Core was in repre- 
sentative two foot intervals, but in good condition, 
PFTPOGRAP]]IC ANALYSIS 
Mossbacher Ha] liday Unit 69-3 (MNU 69-3) 
OSR-Halliday 
]))ad]son County, Texas 
Ccrc: 8307-8343 ft 
Depth 
ft 
a Ouartz Size 
Mean Max 
h Detrital Com osition 
Oz F Rx/PQ 0th/Ch Mx 
/ / 
c Cement 
Sil Cal 
of total 
8307-08 
8311-12 
8313-14 
8315-16 
8324-25 
8326-?7 
8332-33 
8338-39 
8342-43 
0. ]4 0. 26 0. 04 
0. ]5 0. 39 0. 06 
0. 16 0. 34 0. 06 
0. 14 0. 27 0. 05 
0. 16 0. 47 0. 07 
0. 19 0. 40 0. 08 
0. 15 0. 25 0. 03 
0. 11 0. 25 0. 04 
0. 11 0. 25 0. 05 
67 1 1 1 30 
79 1 3 0 ]7 
86 0 3 1 10 
74 0 5 0 2] 
71 0 5 2 22 
67 0 3 3 ')7 
91 0 0 0 9 
58 0 6 0 36 
65) 0 5 ] 29 
6 
7 
1 
4 
7 
7 
9 
13 
8 
6 
8 
55 
0 
1 
0 
19 
1 
]8 
MFAN 0. 1') 0. 25 0. 05 73 &1 3 &1 ?2 7 12 
a 
b 
Long-axis measnrements o = standard deviation. 
Oz = monocrystalline quartz, F = feldspars, Rx = rock fragments including polycrystal- 
line quartz, Yx = matrix, 0th = other minerals, 
c Sil =- si]]ca as grain overgromths, Ca1 = calcite. 
Mosbacher 
OSR-Halliday Unit 49-3 
OSR-Halliday Field 
Leon County, Texas 
Woodbine Sandstone 
Core: 8147-8174 feet 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
ft 
Description 
8147 3, 3 Shale, calcareous, black, massive and fissile, 
Isolated sandstone laminae throughout. 
Sandstone is gray, very fine-grained, ard is 
poorly sorted. Chert pebbles up to 6 mm in 
length and black iron oxide are common in the 
sandstone lenses. Minor bioturbation is 
present. Horizontal burrows (Chondrites) up 
to 10 mm are rare. Rare shell fragments up to 
15 mm found in the shales. Soft sediment 
flowage of sands and loading is common. 
Gradational lower contact. 
8150. 3 Sandstone, calcareous, white to gray, fine- 
grained, massive. Base of unit co. . tains 
abundant pebbles up to 20 mm in length, well 
rounded and oriented subhorizontally. Pebbles 
are chert and iron oxide. Shale clasts are 
also present. Shale larrlnae at 8150. 6 ft are 
interrupted by minor biorurbation and load. ing. 
Base of unit is contorted, showing evidence of 
flowage. Large, sar. d filled horizontal 
burrows found at 8150. 6 ft. Lower contact is 
sharp with flame structures present. 
8151 4. 3 Shale, black, similar to unit at 8147 ft. Few 
thin, calcareous, very fine-grained sandstone 
laminae interrupt thicker shale beds. Sand 
laminae are discontinuous due to loading and 
possibly minor bioturbation. Few horizontal 
burrows (Chondrites) 5 mm in diameter lower in 
unit. Pyrite rich laminae at 8155 ft. Coiled 
gastropod shell 15 mm in diameter at 8155 ft. 
Gradational lower contact. 
8155. 3 Sandstone, calcareous, light to dark gray, 
very fine-grained. Few shale laminae, even to 
wavy, subparallel and continuous. Interlami- 
nated sand and shale bed 20 mm thick at S155. 6 ft, with the upper contact an erosional 
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MHU 49-3 (continued) 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
ft 
Description 
surface (sole marks at top). Minor loading 
throughout unit, Iron oxide grains and 
organic matter concentrated near base in a 
contorted and generally massive sand . 2 ft 
thick. Sharp lower contact. 
8156 4. 7 Shale, black, fissile, similar to previously 
described sha e units (at 8147 and 8151 ft). 
Parting along horizontal bedding. Horizontal, 
planar, continuous laminations near top. Dark 
gray, calcareous, very fine-grained sandstone 
at 8159 ft is 40 mm thick, massive at the 
base, and fines upward. Shell fragments and 
iron oxide grains near base of sand. A light 
gray, contorted sandstone . 2 ft th'ck occurs 
at 8160 ft. This bed is much like the unit at 
8160. 5 ft and may be out of place. Sharp 
lower contorted. 
8160. 7 1. 8 Sandstone, calcareous with interlaminated 
shales, sands are light to dark grav and very 
fine-grained. Shales are black. Individual 
sand layers are up to . " ft thick, have sharp 
basal contacts with sole marks and loading 
features (flame structures and scour marks). 
Base of sandstone beds is coarser sand with 
black iron oxide grains up to 7 mm long. Beds 
fine upward, are contorted cr massive at the 
base, and may have horizontal laminae at the 
top. Slightly bioturbated. Horizontal 
burrows (Cnondrites) up to 4 mm in diameter 
are common near the top of the sand beds and 
within the shale laminae separating the sards. 
Sharp lower contact. 
8162. 5 1. 5 Shale, black, with interlaminated very fine- 
grained, gray sandstones. Similar to previous 
shale units except horizontal burrows 
(Chondrites, up to 4 mm) and isolated, starved 
sand ripples are common. Large carbonaceous 
plant fragment at 8163. 9 ft. Gradational 
lower contact. 
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MHU 49-3 (continued) 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
ft 
Description 
8164 Sandstone, calcareous, light to dark gray, 
very fine-grained. Shale laminae interrupt 
thicker sand beds. Individual sand beds are 
similar to sandstone at 8160. 7 ft. Loading, 
sole marks, iron oxide and contortions are 
common near base of each bed. The sandstone 
beds fine upward. The unit as a whole also 
fines upward, with more shale laminae near 
top. Small horizontal burrows (Chondrites) in 
shale laminae near top. Gradational lower 
contact. 
8166 Shale, black. Same as other previously 
described shale units (8147 ft). Small 
horizontal burrows (Chondrites), discontinuous 
sandstone laminae, loading features and shale 
partings are present. Lower contact is 
gradational. 
817] Sandstone, calcarecus, light to dark gr-y, 
very fine-grained. Black shale laminae 
interrupt sand uni». Individual sand beds 
similar to beds at 8160. 7 ft. Ripples are 
common near the top of individual sand beds, 
and between shale laminae. Few horizontal 
burrows (Chondrites) are found near the top of 
individual sand beds or in the interlaminated 
shales and sands that separate the thicker (up 
to . 2 ft) sandstones. Carbonaceous material 
at 8172 ft. Sharp lower contact. 
8173 Shale, black, same as previously described. 
Large calcite nodule (120 mm) at top of unit. 
Fractures in nodule are filled with calcite. 
Lower contact not preserved. 
8174 End of Core 
Core description by Charles T. Burkowski Jr. , 1984. Core was in good 
description. 
PETROGRAPHIC ANA]. YSIS 
Mossbacher Halliday Unit 49-3 (MHV 49-3) 
OSR-Ha] li. day 
]. eon County, Texas 
Core: 8147-8174 ft 
Depth 
ft Mean 
mm 
a u 
Max 
Detrital Com osition b 
Oz F Rx/PQ 0th/Ch Mx 
/ / / 
c Cement 
Sil Cal 
% of total 
8]. 51 
8154 
8159 
8160 
8161 
8162 
8165 
8165. 8 
8172 
8173 
0. 20 0. 33 0. 06 
0. 09 0. 21 0. 04 
0. 11 0. 24 0. 04 
0. ]1 0. 21 0. 04 
0. 10 0. 20 0. 04 
0. 11 0. 25 0. 04 
0. 10 0. 21 0. 04 
0. 08 0. 21 0. 03 
O. IO 0. 16 0. 03 
0. ]0 0. ]9 0. 03 
60 0 
56 0 15 
64 0 11 
92 0 3 
78 0 
48 0 9 
72 0 7 
74 0 5 
86 0 8 
69 0 10 
]7 
6 
5 
3 
3 
8 
3 
4 
5 
2 
12 
16 
20 
2 
17 
35 
]8 
17 
1 
19 
3 
0 
5 
12 
2 
1 
9 
3 
13 
12 
36 
36 
28 
37 
46 
31 
26 
46 
3? 
26 
MFAN 0. 11 0. 22 0. 04 70 0 8 6 16 6 34 
b' I. ong-axis measurements' o = standard deviation. 
Qz -- monocrystal]ine quartz, F = fe]dspars, Rx = rock frapments including polyrrystal- 
line quartz, Mx = matrix, 0th = other mi. nerals. 
c Sil = silica as grain overgrowths, Cal = calcite. 
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Mosbacher 
Joyce Unit 1 (MJ1) 
Wildcat 
Trinity County, Texas 
Woodbine Sandstone 
Core: 8046-8091. 8 feet 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
ft 
Description 
8046 Sandstone, light gray, fine-grained. Planar 
to curved, parallel, continuous cross lamina- 
tions are inclined up to 20'. Wavy, nonparal- 
lel, subhorizontal, continuous and discontin- 
uous laminae interrupt planar cross laminae 
and are most common near base. Horizontal and 
vertical burrows 5 mm in diameter near base 
are rare. Vertical burrow (Arenicolites) at 
8050 ft is 35 mm in height and 3 mm in dia- 
meter. Small (&3 mm) shell fragments occur in 
coarser laminae throughout the unit. Basal 
contact is sharp. 
8051 Sandstone, calcareous, light to medium gray, 
fine-grained, massive. Abundant shell frag- 
ments throughout -nclude oysters (~Grv hea), 
gastropods, encrusting worm tubes, Pectens, 
and echinoderms (?), Oysters are most common, 
making up abour. 90X of the fragments. Shell 
fragments are up to 25 mm long. Black organi. c 
matter occurs in fragments up to 12 mm in 
length. Shale cleats up to 10 mm occur near 
base. Vertical fractures are sometimes filled 
with calcite and are up to 1 ft in length. 
Sharp basal contact. 
8053 Shale, black. Abundant large (up to 50 mm) 
shells are mostly fragmented. Oysters are 
most common with a few Pectens also identi- 
fied. Shells are generally oriented hori- 
zontal. . Sharp lower contact. 
8054 Sandstone, white, very fine-grained. massive. 
Shell fragments are small (&9 mm) and common, 
especially near base. Calcite filled vertica' 
fracture extends length of unit. Unit much 
like sandstone at 8051 ft, and thus may be out 
of place. Sharp basal cor. tact. 
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NJI (continued) 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
fr. 
Description 
8054. 4 7. 6 Shale, black, generally massi. ve. Interlam'- 
nated gray silts and black shales at 8056, 
8056. 5, and 8058 ft are about . 3 ft thick. 
Lami. nae are wavy, nonparallel and mostlv 
continuous. Large shells of ~Gr hea, Pectens, 
fish vertebrae and unidentifiable fragments 
throughout. Bioturbation is evident at 8056. 5 
and 8058 ft with large horizontal and vertical 
burrows (5 mm in diameter). Bioturbated beds 
are generally churned (mottled). Soft sedi- 
ment deformation near base. Navy laminae are 
most common in interlaminated silts and shales 
at 8056 and 8058 ft. Sharp basal contact. 
8062 17 Sandstone, light gray, fine- to medium- 
grained, fines upward, high ouartz contenr. . 
Even, parallel, continuous laminae inclined 0 
ro 20'. Same as sandstone unit at 8046 ft 
except: shale clasts (up to 4 mm) at 8062. 5 
ft; coal lenses at 8064 ft (3 mm thick) and at 
8079 ft (base of unit); wavy, nonparallel, 
continuous, and usually crenulate laminae are 
common at top of unit and uncommon in remain- 
der of ur. it; insipient faults at 8076. 3 ft; 
large contortions (overturned beds) at 8063. 5 
ft; bed (1 ft thick) at 8067 ft is massive; 
fracturing at 8069 ft is filled with calcite. 
Sharp basal content. 
807o 3. 5 Sandstone, gray, fine-grained, abundant shell 
fragments. Same as unit at 8051 ft except: 
Indistinct subhorizontal, even, continuous, 
parallel laminations throughout; coal lenses 
up to 12 mm thick and yellow sulfur at 8079. 1 
d 888 f . r g* (60 ) ~Gh r 1' 
at SC82. 5 ft. (]nit has vertical calcite 
filled fractures. Gradational lower contact. 
8082. 5 3. 5 Sandstone, white to gray, fine- to medium- 
grained, well cemented by calcite, section 
appears massive, but indi, tinct, parallel, 
continuous, planar laminations , re common. 
Laminations are horizcntal to inclined 5' and 
contain abundant organic matter. Few small 
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MJ1 (continued) 
Depth 
ft 
Thickness 
ft 
Description 
fragments of shell material. Organic lense at 
8084. 5 ft. Calcite cement decreases downward. 
Sharp basalt content. 
8086 2. 7 Sandstone, light gray, fine-grained. Massive 
with few indistinct even, parallel, continuous 
laminae at and near top. Large (17 mm) 
horizontal burrow at 8086. 5. Shell fragments 
rare and concentrated in thin subhorizontal 
laminae. Shale cleats, shell fragments and 
bioturbation common at base. Sharp lower 
contact. 
8088. 7 1. 8 Sandstone, shaley, brownish gray, fine- 
grained. Unit is mottled due to abundant 
large scale bioturbation. Trace fossils 
include Thalassinoides. Sharp lower contact. 
80o0 5 1. 3 Sandstone with interlaminated silts and 
shales. Sand is gray and fine-grained; s its 
are brownish grav; shales are black. Wavy, 
nonparallel, continuous and discontinuous 
laminae throughout. Sandstones may also be 
massive. Small (&2 mm) horizontal burrows 
(Chondrites) are common especially in the 
shales. Lower contact not preserved. 
8091. 8 End of Core 
Core description by Charles T. Bukowski Jr. , 1984. Core was in verv 
good condition. 
PETROGRAP]IIC ANALYSIS 
Mossbacher . ]oyce Unit 
Wildcat 
Trinity County, Texas 
Woodbine 
Core: 8046-8091. 8 ft 
1 (MJ]) 
Depth 
fr. Mean 
mm 
a 
uartz Size 
Max 
Detrital Com osition b 
Qz F Rx 0th Mx 
/ %%u / / 
c Cement 
Sil Cal 
of total 
8046 
8049 
8052 
8062 
8065 
8069 
8073 
8078 
8079 
8083 
8087 
8088 
8088. 5 
809] 
O. 19 
0. 23 
0. 24 
0. 19 
0. 19 
0. ?6 
0. 26 
0. ?7 
0. 23 
0. 24 
0. 14 
0. 18 
0. 13 
0. 15 
0. 28 
0. 43 
0. 46 
0. 45 
0. 40 
0. 58 
0. 46 
0. 46 
0. 46 
0. 4? 
0. 41 
0. 43 
0, 30 
0. 46 
0. 05 
0. 07 
0. 08 
0. 06 
0. 05 
0. 07 
0. 08 
0. 07 
0. 09 
0. 08 
0. 07 
0. 07 
0. 06 
0. 06 
92 
89 
79 
86 
92 
93 
97 
92 
56 
90 
80 
79 
77 
83 
0 3 0 5 
0 1 0 10 
0 ]7 2 2 
0 2 2 10 
0 2 0 6 
] 0 2 4 
1 1 0 1 
0 3 1 4 
0 42 1 1 
1 5 2 0 
0 1 3 16 
0 5 1 15 
0 5 3 15 
0 6 3 8 
5 
3 
? 
5 
7 
15 
7 
11 
1 
1 
9 
]9 
6 
]6 
5 
8 
26 
8 
4 
3 
3 
7 
46 
35 
5 
7 
8 
2 
MEAN 0. 21 0. 43 0. 07 85 &1 7 1 7 7 11 
a 
b 
Long-axis measurements; o = standard deviation. 
Qz = monocrystalline quartz, F = feldspars, Rx = rock fragments including polycrystal- 
] inc quartz, Mx = matrix, 0th = other minerals. 
c Si] = silica as grain overgromths, Cal = calcite. 
o 
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